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ABSTRACT 

The coming into power of the democratic government played an important role in 

transforming South African labour law system. After the Labour Relations Act 66 of 

1995 (LRA) was implemented on 11 November 1996, the old Labour Relations Act of 

1956 was repealed. The law on retrenchment forms an integral part of law of 

dismissals. The South African labour market has in the past years been 

characterized by restructuring and consequently retrenchment of employees. In most 

cases, employer’s decisions to retrench were challenged by the employees and 

unions in courts. Section 189 of the LRA stipulates procedures to be followed by an 

employer when contemplating dismissal of one or more employees for reasons 

based on operational requirements.  The employer does not only have to follow the 

procedures set out in section 189 to render dismissals for operational reasons fair, 

but there must also be a valid reason to dismiss. The courts have always not been 

willing to second-guess the employer’s decision to retrench provided that the 

decision is made in good faith. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1. Historical background to the study 


 
The Wiehahn Commission of Inquiry was appointed in June 1977 to investigate labour 
legislation in our country.1 At the time South Africa was facing political and labour 
instability, there were dualistic negotiating structures for workers, the recognition of 
unregistered trade unions for black workers for negotiations purposes by especially 
multinational undertakings, discriminatory labour practices and shortages of skilled 
workers. 


 
The Wiehahn Commission of Inquiry released Part 1 of its report during May 1979.2 The 
following most important recommendations were contained in the report: 


 
(i)      Trade union rights should be granted to black workers. 
(ii)      More stringent requirements were needed for trade union registration. 
(iii) Job reservation should be abolished. 
(iv) A new industrial court should be established. 
(v)       A national manpower commission should be installed. 
(vi) Provisions should be made for legislation concerning fair labour practices. 
(vii) Separate facilities in factories, shops and offices should be abolished, and  
(viii) The name of the Department of Labour should be changed to the Department 


of Manpower. 
 
There were various legislative amendments emanating from the report which were 
adopted. 
 
Two of the amendments constituted the foundation of our law of unfair dismissal. These 
were: 
 


- The introduction of the definition of unfair labour practice; and 
- The establishment of the Industrial Court. 


 
The Commission published Part 2 to 4 and 6 of the report in 1980 and in 1981.3 During 
September 1981 Part 5 of the report was released. The report contained the following 
important recommendations: 
 


(i) Labour law and practices should correspond with international conventions and 
codes 


(ii) Statutory requirements and procedures for registration of trade unions be 
revised. 


                                                
1  Van Jaarsveld and Van Eck Principles of Labour Law (1998) 10. 
2Report of the Commission of Inquiry into Labour Legislation Part 1 published in the Complete Wiehahn  Report 
1982 1-120. 
3 Supra 151-755. 
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(iii) Urgent attention be given to improve the defects of the Industrial Court. 
(iv) The position of closed shops agreements be clarified. 
(v) Bargaining rights of workers councils be statutorily laid down. 
(vi) Basic labour rights be extended to the public sector. 
(vii) Specific legislation should be adopted regarding unfair labour practice. 
(viii) The Wage Act be retained but be amended. 
(ix) Conditions of employment and working circumstances of women employees be 


revised in various aspects. 
 
The governments accepted these recommendations and were incorporated in the new 
legislation. 
 
The period from 1983 to 1993 was characterized by the consolidation and incorporation 
of a new dispensation. Many of the recommendations of the Wiehahn Commission were 
already entrenched into legislation. However, court decisions and new statutory labour 
measures provided structures upon which the labour dispensation could be developed 
and refined further more. 
 
The Industrial Court has in those areas where serious deficiencies still existed not 
hesitated to lay down principles and guidelines. It established internationally recognized 
principles with regard to unfair dismissal and unfair retrenchment. The unfair dismissal 
concept was not defined in the 1979 amendments to the Labour Relations Act of 1956. 
The Industrial Court found very little or no guidance from the common law principles 
when it first had to deal with alleged unfair dismissal disputes. The reason being that the 
common law did not concern itself about the fairness of a dismissal. The functions of the 
Industrial Court were regulated by the Labour Relations Act of 1956. The Industrial 
Court did not have a specific function to determine disputes about unfair labour 
practices. However the definition of unfair labour practice was very broad to cover unfair 
dismissals as well, which constituted the majority of disputes referred to the Industrial 
Court at the time. 
 
The Industrial Court derived its powers from section 43 and section 46(90 of the Labour 
Relations Act of 1956. In this regard the Industrial Court formulated requirements for a 
valid retrenchment with reference to the ILO Recommendation 119 and the United 
Kingdom code of industrial relations practice. The employers have also entered into 
collective agreements with trade unions governing retrenchments. 
 
The Industrial Court has produced retrenchments guidelines4 in various seminal cases.5  
 
      


                                                
4 Grogan Riekert’s Basic Employment Law (1993) 2nd ed 112 
5United African Motor and Allied Workers Union and Others v Fodens (SA) (Pty) Ltd (1983) 4 ILJ 212 (IC), Shezi 
and Others v Consolidated Frame Cotton Corporation LTD (1984) 5 ILJ 3 (IC), Gumede and Others v Richdens 
(Pty) Ltd t/a Richdens Food Liner (1984) 5 ILJ 84 (IC) and General Workers Union v Dorbyl Marine (Pty) Ltd 
(1985) 6 ILJ 52 (IC). 
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Before discussing these guidelines Grogan looks at the proposition that the employer 
has an undoubted right to retrench workers where economic needs so dictate. 
 
Does this mean that the employer has an absolute right to retrench and no court may 
question management prerogative to reduce staffing levels where it is deemed 
necessary? This question is answered in the affirmative with qualifications. 
 
The courts decided in numerous cases that an employer may unilaterally decide on the 
need to retrench.6  
 
The court’s intention is to guard against employers misuse of retrenchment for reasons 
not related to economic needs of the business. 
 
The employer should not misuse retrenchments to get rid of unaware elements within its 
workforce. It would be regarded as an improper purpose for instance, if the employer 
targets for retrenchment members of a particular union in its workplace. 
 
According to Le Roux and Van Niekerk7, the judgment issued by the court in Williams v 
Compare Maxam Ltd8 together with guidelines issued by local employer organization 
and the Institute for Industrial Relations contributed to the formulation of a body of 
principles which were summarized by the Industrial Court as follows: 
 


- The employer must consider ways to avoid or minimize retrenchment;  
- The employer must give sufficient prior warning to a recognized or representative 


trade union of the pending retrenchment;  
- The employer must consult with such trade union prior to the retrenchment; 
- If no criteria are agreed, the employer must apply fair and objective selection 


criteria; 
- The employer must give sufficient prior warning to the employee selected for 


retrenchment;  
- The employer must consult with the affected employee and consider any 


representation made on his behalf by the trade union.  
 
 
It is clear that the International Labour Organization played an important role in 
influencing the decisions of our courts regarding unfair dismissals. When the Industrial 
Court could not find any guidance from the common law with regard to unfair 
dismissals, it also turned to the Recommendations and Conventions of the International 
Labour Organization for guidance. For this reason it becomes important to include the 


                                                
6 Building Construction and Allied Workers Union and Another v Murray and Roberts Building (Transvaal) (Pty) 
Ltd (1991) 12 ILJ 112 (LAC) at 119A-G, Transport and General Workers Union v City of Council of the City of 
Durban and Another (1991) 12 ILJ 156  (IC), National Union of Metal Workers Union of South Africa v Atlantic 
Diesel Engines (Pty) Ltd (1988) 9 ILJ 672 (IC). 


7 Le Roux and Van Niekerk: The South African Law of Unfair Dismissal (1994)239.  
8 (1982) IRLR 83. 
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role of the ILO Recommendations and Conventions in the development of our law 
regarding unfair dismissals. 


 
South Africa is a member country of the ILO which is based in Geneva. The ILO is an 
important source of labour standards across countries. The main aim of the ILO as an 
international organization is to promote social justice internationally. It has 
approximately 150 member states. It consists of three main bodies namely, the 
International Labour Conference, the Governing Body and the International Labour 
Office. The International Labour Conference meets once a year and adopts 
Conventions and Recommendations by a majority of two-thirds of delegates. 
Conventions create international obligation for the States, which ratify them. 
Recommendations merely provide guidelines for government actions. 
 


 
Recommendation 119 of 1963 of the ILO provided guidance to the Industrial Court 
regarding unfair dismissals. It was superseded by Convention 158 of 1982 and 
Recommendation 166 of 1982, which dealt with termination of employment at the 
initiative of the employer. Article 4 of the same Convention requires that an employer 
must have a reason for dismissal. It sets out three categories of reasons for dismissal 
namely: 


 
- The capacity of the employee; 
- The conduct of the employer; 
- The operational requirements of the business. 


 
Article 49 requires that the dismissal must be justified or substantiated. This requirement 
relates to the substantive fairness of a dismissal. For a dismissal to be fair it must 
effected for one or more of these reasons. This is to guard against arbitrary dismissal of 
the employee by the employer. 


 
The employment of a worker shall not be terminated for reasons related to the worker’s 
conduct or performance before he is provided an opportunity to defend himself against 
the allegations made, unless the employer cannot reasonably be expected to provide 
this opportunity.  
 
In terms of this article the employer must give the employee an opportunity to answer to 
the allegations made by the employer against the employee. This requirement relates to 
the procedural fairness of the dismissal. If such an opportunity is not afforded the 
dismissal will be rendered procedurally unfair. 
 
Article 1310 sets out requirements for a fair procedure to be met by an employer when 
contemplating dismissal for operational reasons: 
 


                                                
9 ILO Convention 158 of 1982. 
10ILO Convention supra. 
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- The employer must notify the employees representative trade union of the 
envisaged dismissals for operational reasons; 


- The employer must provide the representative trade union with relevant 
information; and  


- The employer must consult with the representative trade union. 
 


In determining alleged unfair dismissal cases the Industrial Court adopted article 4, 7 
and 13 guidelines for a fair dismissal. These guidelines were also accepted by the 
Labour Appeal Court and the Supreme Court of Appeal.     
 
Employers are frequently compelled for economic reasons to review their staff levels 
and to terminate the employment of some of the employees to effect savings, 
profitability and survival of the business. Employers have to do so for economic, 
technological or structural reasons. This form of termination, generally known as 
dismissal for operational requirements often has effects than any other form of dismissal 
because it is usually carried out on a greater scale11. 
 
However everyone has the right to fair labour practices12. 
 
The above expression ‘‘operational requirement’’ could be used the same way as 
retrenchment. 
 
“Operational requirements” have always been accepted as a ground for dismissal in 
South African Labour Law. The laws that regulate dismissal for operational 
requirements are today indispensable for attainment of social justice; however the 
pitfalls in this area of law are myriad13. 
 
Dismissal on the ground of the employers needs also differs from any other forms of 
termination in the sense the employees affected are economically active and may have 
rendered impeccable service to their employers and may still be able to do so. For 
these reasons, many countries require that dismissal for operational requirements 
should not be resorted to until the employer has complied with certain procedural 
requirements intended to minimize the prejudice to the employees and their 
dependants14. Something very significant is that dismissal for operational requirements 
occurs when there is no fault on the part of the employee. Hence there are different 
rules which have been adopted to regulate dismissals for operational requirements15. 
 
At common law, a contract of employment was a personal contract between the 
employer and employee. The relationship ceased when the contract came to an end16.  
 


                                                
11 De Wet JC, et al, Vol.13, (Butterworths 1995).  
12 Section 23(1) of the constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act, 108 of 1996. 
13 Nicolas Smit, Transfer of contract of employment 2001. 
14 Dismissal by Grogan J, Juta &Co Ltd, 2002. 
15 Section 189 of the LRA 66 of 1995 and ILO Recommendation 119 pf 1963. 
16 Van Wyk A.H et al, (Butterworths 1995). 
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The common law did not recognize dismissal for operational requirements as a ground 
for fair termination of a contract of employment in the same way our labour law does 
currently. 
 
At common law an employer who terminated a contract of employment for what we 
could today terms operational requirements, he/she was obliged to give notice of 
termination to the employees. If the employer terminated such contract without giving 
notice or terminated a fixed affixed term employment contract for operational 
requirements, before its expiry the employer would be in breach of contract and be 
liable for damages, however under certain circumstances of a fixed term contract would 
like the termination of any contract of any contract be justified on grounds of 
impossibility of performance17.  
 
1.2. Statement of the research problem 
 
Currently dismissal and the treat of dismissal is the main focus of restructuring, be it 
involving actual dismissal or change in working conditions. The case law around the 
area of this type of dismissal evolved principally from the Tribunals established under 
the Labour Relations Act18 and its successor, the Labour Relations Act19 of 1996. The 
previous Industrial Court, Labour Court, Labour Appeal Court and the Appellate Division 
developed an equity-based approach to dismissal Law, which represented a radical 
departure from the previous contract based approach to Labour law. They developed 
the concept of ‘‘Unfair Labour Practice’’20.  
 
Previously the Courts were concerned with determining whether the employer was 
contractually entitled to terminate employment, whereas the post 1965 Act the question 
before the Court was whether the employer acted fairly in terminating employment. As 
the result of the above, the principles of administrative law and international law were 
introduced. The concept of substantive and procedural fairness which was unknown 
under communal of employment were adopted. 
 
Prior to the 1956 Labour Relations Act, damages for unlawful terminations of 
employment contract were usually limited to the amount that would have been earned 
had a proper notice been given. The 1956 Labour Relations Act, 1996 Labour Relations 
Act and the jurisprudence have changed that approach21. Since 1963 the International 
Labour Organization has recognized various principles and guidelines in respect of 
dismissal for operational requirements. The International Labour Organization regarding 
prior consultations with employees, selection criteria, restrictions on overtime, transfer 
of workers, training and re-training have in various instances been approved and 
accepted internationally22. 
                                                
17 Buthelezi v Municipal Demarcation Board, 2004 ILJ 2317 (LAC). 
18 Act, 28 of 1956. 
19 Act, 66 of 1996. 
20 De Lange v Smuts& Others, 1998(3) SA 785 (CC), Eskom v Marshall & Others, 2002(2) BLLR 140 (LAC), Fry’s 
Metal v NUMSA, 2003 (2) BLLR 140 (LAC). 
21Atlantis Diesel Engines(Pty) Ltd v NUMSA, 1994 (15) ILJ 1247 (AD). 
22 Section 158 of the ILO of 1963. 
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The courts have now held that the requirement that all dismissals must be for a fair 
reason obliges the employer to show that it was in fact necessary to dismiss the 
employee for operational requirements to effect savings, however the concept of 
dismissal for operational requirements is also a fundamental rights contained in section 
23 of the Republic of South African Constitution. It goes further under section 39(1) of 
the Constitution to say that when interpreting the Bill of Rights, the court may consider 
an International law and Common law as long as they are consistent with the 
Constitution23.  
 
A cursory reading of section 189 and 189A of the Labour Relations Act suggest that the 
requirements placed on employers contemplating dismissal for operational 
requirements are primarily procedural, however these are two core of any type of 
dismissal, which the court will normally have to scrutinize, these are substantive 
fairness and procedural fairness. 
 
Substantive fairness being one of the basis requirements for a fair dismissal deals with 
the reasons or grounds for dismissal of an employee. The employer must have a fair 
and justifiable reason for dismissing an employee24. When deciding the fairness of the 
reasons for dismissal, value judgment has to be made. However the court or the CCMA 
has the discretion to determine the fairness of the dismissal if evidences necessitate 
such interferences because of clear unfairness25. Automatically unfair dismissal is one 
example which may also constitute substantively unfair while dismissal for operational 
requirements may be one ground in which the employer may raise justification.  
 
Before it can be stated that an employee has been dismissed in a fair manner, the 
employer must also comply with certain procedure requirements. The Labour Relations 
Act has introduced a more informal procedure to ensure that disputes are resolved 
quickly as possible by the CCMA26. The Labour Relations Act also contain a Code of 
Good Practice which provides guidelines for fair procedures for different cases which 
would justify dismissal27. Provision is also made for disciplinary action short of 
dismissal28.  
 
Employers may also draft and use their own disciplinary code of practice. Similarly a 
collective agreement may also prescribe a disciplinary procedure which must be 
adhered to29. The holding of a disciplinary hearing is the most pivotal procedural act to 
be complied with in order to effect procedural fairness. 
 
The study is based on the assumption that South Africa does not meet the standard of 
International Labour laws in respect of dismissal for operational requirements especially 
                                                
23 Act 108 of 1996. 
24 Section 188 (1)(a) of the LRA 66 of 1995. 
25 Toyota SA Motors(Pty) Ltd v Radebe 200 ILJ #40 (LAC). 
26 McKenzie v Multiple Admin CC 2001 ILJ 2753 (CCMA). 
27 Khula Enterprise Finance Ltd v Madine 2004 ILJ 535 (LC). 
28 Item 3 of schedule 8 of Code of Good Practice. 
29 Highveld District Council v CCMA 2003 ILJ 577 (LAC). 
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where it involves a single employee who is not a trade union member nor represented 
during the process of dismissal for operational requirements.  
 
South Africa as a member of International Labour Organization is therefore expected to 
adhere to the policies, rules and regulations that are standard policy by the International 
Labour Organization. 
 
Most employers in South Africa when contemplating a dismissal based on operational 
requirements they do not follow the required procedure as stated under the Labour 
Relations Act 66 of 1996 and the International Labour Organization recommendations.  
 
Therefore the Labour Relations Act 66 of 1996 is also not efficient in protecting the 
rights of a single employees who are not a trade union members nor represented when 
dismissal for operational requirements takes place because the employee will not get an 
easy and accessible dispute resolution since they will not afford Labour Court litigation 
unlike if the CCMA had a jurisdiction over a matter that involves dismissal for 
operational requirements.  
 
This thesis strives to draw attention to the importance of dismissal for operational 
requirements provisions for all workers and to the various Labour law implication that 
result for statutory interventions of this kind. It will also examine the introduction on the 
changes of law particular subsequent to the return of a democratic dispensation that the 
pendulum could have swung too far in addressing the grievances; however the thesis 
will further focus on the comparison between South African and English Labour laws in 
respect of dismissal for operational requirements. 
 
There will be questions which would need to be answered such as: What are the factors 
that lead to a dismissal based operational requirement? Is there any criterion that the 
employer needs to adopt before dismissing an employee based on operational 
requirement? What are the rights of the employee if the employer wants to effect 
dismissal based on operational requirement? Is there any legislation that governs the 
concept of dismissal based on operational requirement? Does the concept of dismissal 
for operational requirements protect the rights of the single employee who is not a 
member of a trade union or represented during the process of retrenchment under 
South African law? Does CCMA have jurisdiction to entertain the concept of dismissal 
for operational requirements? Is dismissal for operational requirements a fundamental 
right? 
 
1.3. Literature review 
 
Section 213 defines dismissal based on operational requirements of an employer as 
one that is based on the economic, technological, structural or similar needs of the 
employer. 
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It is difficult to define all the circumstances that might legitimately form the basis of a 
dismissal for this reason. As a general rule, economic reasons are those that relate to 
the financial management of the enterprise.  
 
Technological reasons refer to the introduction of new technology which affects work 
relationships either by making existing jobs redundant or by requiring employees to 
adopt to the new technology or a consequential restructuring of the workplace.  
 
Structural reasons relate to the redundancy of posts consequent to a restructuring of the 
employer’s enterprise. The distinction between ‘’retrenchment’’ and ‘’redundancy’’ has 
been abandoned in the Labour Relations Act and the concept of ‘’dismissal for 
operational reasons’’ is used to cover both situations.  
 
The term ‘‘operational requirements’’ is defined as a requirement based on the 
economic, technological, structural and similar needs of an employer. 
 
In a case of retrenchment an employer is compelled to terminate the employment 
relationship as a reason of downturn in the sale of his products or services that is for 
financial reasons. 
 
Redundancy on the other hand can be described as the termination of service of 
employees because the restructuring of the undertaking itself, the introduction of the 
new business ventures or new technology or rationalization consequent upon a merger 
that is for operational reasons. 
 
Because of the problems with the terminology used in the Labour Relations Act and for 
the sake of convenience, the concept ‘’retrenchment’’ is given an extended meaning so 
as to embrace both the terms ‘’redundancy’’ and ‘‘retrenchment’’, its narrow meaning 
and is henceforth also used to indicate this causa for terminating the employment 
relationship30.   
 
 
1.4. Aims and objectives of the study 
 
The aim of the study is to enable employers understand what the law says about 
retrenchments and what workers’ rights are in terms of the law by comparing our 
system in South Africa and that in the English practice. 
 
The main aim is to outline the concept of operational requirement and to further 
compare the way it operates in South African and English labour law.  
 
The importance of the study is to contribute to academic knowledge and influence policy 
and practice in dealing with dismissal for operational requirements. 
 
 
                                                
30 Act, 66 of 1995. See also Strydom EML, Essential Labour Law (2002). 
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To empower legal practitioners to effectively advice and guide workers whose job 
security is threatened by proposed retrenchment at the workplace. 
 
 
1.5. Research Methodology 
 
Basically, the research methodology to be adopted in this study is qualitative. 
Consequently, a combination of legal comparative and legal historical methods, based 
on jurisprudential analysis, is employed. Legal comparative method will be applied to 
find solutions, especially for the interpretation of dismissal based on operational 
requirements in the workplace. 
 
The purpose of historical research method on the other hand will be to establish the 
development of legal rules, the interaction between law and social justice and also to 
propose solutions or amendments to the existing law or constitutional arrangement, 
based on practical or empirical and historical facts. 
 
Concepts will be analyzed, arguments based on discourse analysis, developed. A 
literature and case law survey of the constitutional prescriptions and interpretation of 
statutes will be made. 
 
This research is library based and reliance is made of library materials like textbooks, 
reports, legislations, regulations, case laws, articles and papers presented on the 
subject in conferences.  
 
1.6. Scope and limitations of the study 
 
The mini-dissertation consists of five interrelated chapters. Chapter one is introductory 
chapter laying down the foundation. Chapter two deals with legislative framework. 
Chapter three deals with procedure and remedies. Chapter four deals with comparative 
study between South Africa and United Kingdom. Chapter five deals with the 
conclusions drawn from the whole study and make some recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 2: LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK OF DISMISSAL FOR OPERATIONAL 


REQUIREMENTS 


 


2.1. Introduction 


 


The recognition of dismissal for operational requirements has its origin from 


International Labour Organization31. The legal position in South Africa was uncertain in 


respect of dismissal for operational requirements even after the introduction of the 


Labour Relations Act of 195632. The concept of dismissal for operational requirements 


was dealt with in terms of the principles of common law contract. However in 1983, the 


Industrial Court was requested to adopt International Labour standards which it has 


established comprehensive guidelines and identifying two elements which were 


substantive and procedural fairness. Substantive fairness relate to the reasons for 


dismissal, whereas procedural fairness relate to the manner in which dismissal was 


effected33. 


 


Dismissal for operational requirements is now defined in the Labour Relations Act of 


1996 as requirements based on economic, technological, structural or similar needs of 


the employer.  


 


                                                
31 ILO Convention 158 of 1982. 
32 Act,28 of 1956. 
33 Mawu v Barlow Manufacturing Co Ltd 1983 ILJ, 283 (IC), and Gumede v Richens (Pty) Ltd 1984 ILJ, 84 (IC). 
See also Le Roux et al, South African Law of Unfair Dismissal (1994) 152. 
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Technological reasons refer to the introduction of new technology which affects work 


relationships by either making existing jobs redundant or by requiring employees to 


adapt to the new technology, even where this may necessitate a change in their terms 


and conditions of employment. 


 


Structural reasons arise where jobs become redundant as a result of a restructuring of 


the business. 


 


Economic reasons relate to the financial wellbeing of the business. It is not necessary 


that the business should be in financial difficulties in order for a dismissal for operational 


requirements to be justifiable on the basis of economic needs, merely that there is a 


sound economic reason for such dismissals.  


 


The courts have taken the approach that it will not intervene in the decision for dismissal 


for operational requirements, provided that there was a commercial rationale for the 


decision and it was taken in good faith. However this approach has changed in recent 


years as the court has adopted an approach that if it is not more interventionist, then is 


at least more investigative in nature. In B M D Knitting Mills v SACTWU34, the Labour 


Appeal Court indicated that it was entitled to determine whether a reasonable basis 


existed for the decision of dismissal for operational requirements. Nevertheless, on the 


enquiry, the court said it should not be directed to whether the reason offered is the one 


which the court itself would have chosen. The reason does not necessarily have to be 


correct but it must be fair. 
                                                
34[2001] 7 BLLR 705. 
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It may also be necessary to dismiss employees on the basis of the operational 


requirements of the business where such employees are incompatible with other 


members of management or staff, or at the behest of third parties. For example, a usual 


customer may object to deal with a particular employee and there may be no way to 


accommodate such employee in the business so that that he will not be required to deal 


with the customer. The demand for dismissal of a particular employee, especially one in 


a supervisory capacity may also emanate from a trade union. 


 


Although the Labour Appeal Court has accepted in Lebowa Platinum Mined Ltd v Hill35, 


that a dismissal may take place at the behest of a third party, it has set out stringent 


requirements which must be followed before such a dismissal will be fair being: 


 


 


- the mere fact that a demand has been made by the third party that a particular 


employee should be dismissed it not enough to justify the dismissal; 


- the demand has to have sufficient foundation; 


- the third party’s threat of action if the demand is not met must be real and 


serious; 


- the employer must have no other option but to dismiss; 


- the employer must investigate and consider alternatives to dismissal and must 


consult with employee; 


- the extent of injustice to the employee must be considered; 
                                                
35 [1998] 7 BLLR 666 (LAC]. 
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- the blameworthiness of the employee’s own conduct must be taken into account. 


 


Various guidelines were established for dismissal for operational requirements by our 


courts and were to a greater extent codified under section 189 of the Labour Relations 


Act.  


 


In the case of dismissal for operational requirements, the dismissal must be both 


substantively and procedurally fair. The employer must have a valid reason for 


dismissal for operational requirements, based on its economic, technological, structural 


or similar needs36. 


 


2.2 The nature of the employment relationship  


 


In an employment relationship, as in all societies, conflict of interests is inevitable. Any 


judicial intervention in any conflict of interest in the said relationship must be evaluated 


according to a specific reviewer’s perception of justice. Every person has a value 


system and can thus be characterized by others as representing a particular frame of 


reference (based on our political, social, economic and legal attitudes)37. The presence 


of an ‘‘objective’’ and ‘‘fair-minded’’ analysis must be distinguished from the notion of 


pretence of objectivity. The way in which analysts view the employment relationship will 


eventually play an important role in the way that they will evaluate the measures 


safeguarding an employee’s position in the event of the transfer of an undertaking or 


                                                
36 Section 213 of the LRA 66 of 1995. 
37 Rees B in Weddrburn and Murphy Labour law and the Community (IALS 1982) 129. 
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dismissal for operational requirements. It is therefore necessary to identify the most 


common influences or models that are relevant in this regard. 


 


To start with, there is a traditional contractual model which understands employment 


contracts to be private transactions resulting from free agreement between the parties 


concerned. This model is based on the assumption that both parties enter the 


agreement on equal footing and are thus equal partners. Consequently, judicial 


intervention should be limited to preserving and enforcing the contractual agreement 


between the parties. This model has been the subject of much criticism, the most 


common being that it takes ‘‘freedom of contract’’ as a social fact rather than a verbal 


symbol38. There would be o room for provisions such as those contained in section 189 


of the Labour Relations Act within this model of the employment relationship.    


 


Secondly, there is the view that parties should be free to conclude employment 


contracts but that in the public interest, the interests of the weaker party require 


attention and are worthy of protection. The state thus has a role in ensuring that a 


disparity in bargaining power is addressed by establishing a so-called does this ‘‘floor of 


rights’’39. This model could also be explained as accepting the existence of moral claims 


to fair Labour practices as with human rights generally. In this case the role of the state 


                                                
38Davies and Freeland Labour and the law 1980, 25. Clearly, it is necessary that the law sees the relationship as one 
based on a freely concluded contract, therefore upholding the tradition that compulsory labour is disallowed. 
However as the authors so aptly explain, it is not true freedom but rather the use of words as symbols ‘‘expressing a 
policy, an aspiration, a tradition, and not as symbols denoting a reality’’.  
39 Basic Conditions of Employment Act, 55 of 1998. 
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should accordingly be to enforce those moral rights. Both are found in South Africa: a 


‘‘floor of rights’’ as well as a fundamental right to fair Labour practice40.  


 


Thirdly, there is the view that employment contracts are not merely an exchange of 


goods as is the case with commercial contracts. Hence many contractual principles that 


have been developed for commercial contracts are inappropriate. Here an emphasis is 


placed on good faith performance. Each party can advance its own interests but only to 


the extent that those interests are compatible with the others. They should therefore 


also have a genuine concern for promoting the interests of the other party. 


 


Finally, there is the model that doesn’t view the employment contract as a private 


transaction but as one that ultimately concerns the wealth and welfare of society as a 


whole. Where the needs of society conflict with an individual need, the former must 


prevail. It is clear that managerial power might not always be a factor outweighing wider 


societal needs. For example, where managerial prerogative might have an interest in 


keeping certain records pertaining to the employment relationship confidential, society 


requires transparency and the disclosure of information, unless an acceptable 


justification for non-disclosure is shown to exist41. It is submitted that inconvenience and 


pure economic costs would not add enough weight to the notion that the individual need 


of an employer should prevail over the welfare of society as a whole. The debate 


regarding the true nature of employment relationship must be considered together with 


the issues of corporate social responsibility and industrial democracy as well as the 


                                                
40 Section 23 of the Constitution. 
41 Section 16 of the LRA 66 of 1995. 
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ensuring presumption that flow from such issues. This is because protective Labour law 


provisions require the impetus of an essentially political choice. Depending on one’s 


point of reference in this regard, all legal principles can be interpreted and emphasized 


in quite dissimilar ways.  


 


This thesis is based on the view that the employment relationship should be 


acknowledged to be unequal. It is therefore submitted that the second model of the 


nature of the employment relationship outlined above should be endorsed when 


interpreting and evaluating dismissal for operational requirement provisions. It is argued 


that the right to fair labour practices requires employer protection in the wide sense, 


since the employment relationship is a much wider notion than that of the employment 


contract42. It is submitted that when considering the position of employees and 


employers respectively, all rights and obligations originating from the employment 


relationship must be considered. Relevant statutory, collective rights and obligations 


must therefore also be considered and not only rights and obligations in terms of the 


contract. The de facto position that employees find themselves in should be viewed as a 


whole. 


 


In addition, as it will be shown infra, this thesis contends that both the role that 


employees play in any undertaking and the interests of such employees in the modern 


companies are greatly underestimated. This thesis also contends that the welfare of 


employees ultimately depends on the substantive provisions of Labour law and that 


                                                
42 NAAWU V Borg Wamer SA (Pty) Ltd 1994 15 ILJ 509 (A). 
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their welfare cannot be left to be catered for by the market or other branches of the law 


including company and the Labour laws. 


 


2.3. The position of common law 


 


The roots of the South African common law contract of employment can be traced back 


to the locatio conductio (letting and hiring) of Roman law.  


 


In Roman law there were three types of locatio conductio: 


 


Locatio conductio rei: the letting and hiring of a specified thing (merx) for a money 


payment, 


Locatio conductio operis: the forerunner of the contract of the independent contractor, 


Locatio conductio operarum: the letting and hiring of personal services in return for a 


money payment. 


 


The contract of employment developed from the location conductio operarum. The 


practice of slavery explains why the contract of services was not utilized much in 


Roman times, as the slave being a mere object might from the object of a locatio 


conductio rei, but could neither be locator nor conductor. There is little reference to the 


location conductio operarum in the works of the Roman-Dutch writers. This can be 


explained by the fact that both Voet and Grotius were of the view that the legal 


principles applicable to the locatio conductio rei applied mutatis mutandis to the locatio 
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conductio operarum. Also the contract of employment only moved towards the centre of 


the legal stage with the advent of large-scale employment in factories. 


 


The late development of the contract of employment gives rise to a dilemma for those 


purists who argue that the South African contract of employment derives exclusively 


from Roman and Roman-Dutch Law. As in many other areas of the law, these two legal 


systems often provided inadequate authority or relied upon antiquated principles. Faced 


with an increase in litigation between employees and employers our courts tended by 


inclination and training to turn to English law and the writings of English authorities. This 


process of borrowing has made our common law of employment a rich amalgam of 


Roman-Dutch and English law. 


 


It should be remembered that many of the general principles of common law of contract 


apply equally to the contract of employment. It is also important to realize that the 


common law contract of employment has to a large extent been displaced or modified 


by statutes. This process of statutory intrusion was provoked by a general realization 


that the common law had lagged behind the reality of modern employment 


relationships. 


 


The common law contract of employment remains the basis of the employment 


relationship, though in the sense that the legal relationship between the employer and 


the employee is created by it. It would however be meaningless to discuss the common 


law without taking into consideration the extensive statutory enactments which have 
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impinged upon it. These statutes have limited the parties’ freedom of contract in the 


employment arena and have conferred new rights or imposed new obligations on them. 


A general knowledge of the principles of the common law contract of employment 


nevertheless remains essential to understanding labour law. 


 


While freedom of contract might be a hallowed principle of our law, there can be little 


quibble with the contention that in the employment realm it may encourage exploitation. 


Although market forces and competition may in certain circumstances help ensure that 


employees receive a fair return for their labour, in most instances it can be safely said 


that the particular employee needs work more than the employee needs the services of 


a particular individual. The inequality of the pre-contractual bargaining relationship 


between aspirant employee and employer can lead unscrupulous employers to take 


people into service under onerous conditions and at exploitative wages. To redress the 


balance, the South African parliament has favoured two methods. The first is to impose 


minimum general conditions of employment on employers and employees generally, or 


on particular classes of employers and employees, the second is to promote the 


concept of collective bargaining. 


 


In dealing with a case concerning a specific employee, it is vital to identify which law 


applies. One has to decide on the basis of the facts of each case whether the 


employee’s terms and conditions of employment are governed by any of the statutes or 
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delegated legation or whether they are determined by the common law, or perhaps by a 


combination of both. In addition, it may be that a collective agreement is applicable43. 


 


The Supreme Court of Appeal has held, in the case of Fedlife Assurance Ltd v 


Wolfaardt44 that the purpose of the Labour Relations Act 1956 and 1995 Labour 


Relations Acts was to supplement the common law rights of dismissed employees. The 


Labour Relations Act does not deprive employees of the right to enforce contractual 


rights in the civil courts. 


 


In this particular case, the amount claimed by the employee by way of damages for 


unlawful way of compensation for unlawful dismissal exceeded the maximum amount 


which the Labour Court was able to award by of compensation for unfair dismissal. He 


was then entitled to have his matter dealt with by civil courts. This principle has been 


followed in a number of more recent decisions and potential litigants are now more often 


weighing up their prospects of success in ordinary civil litigation where the courts are 


not restricted to paying compensation of 12 or 24 months remuneration as the case may 


be. 


 


The common law gives the employer wide powers of dismissal, affording little security of 


employment for the employee, who might be dismissed for any reason or perhaps for no 


reason at all. This position was radically altered by the Labour Relations Act 28 of 1956 


which introduced the concept of unfair labour practice in terms of which dismissals were 


                                                
43 Finmore at el,Contemporary Labour Law.  
44 [2001] 12 BLLR 1301 (A). 
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required to take place for a fair reason and in accordance with a fair procedure. The 


current law of unfair dismissal as set out in Chapter VIII of the Labour Relations Act, 66 


of 1995 and Schedule 8 of the same Act is based on this notion of fairness. 


Consequently, the wide disciplinary powers which employers enjoyed at common law 


have been radically limited. It is critical to understand that an employer must not only act 


lawfully when dismissing an employee, it must also act fairly. 


 


The contract forms the foundation of the relationship between employee and employer45 


is a voluntary agreement between employees who tenders their services to the 


employer for remuneration46. The employment agreement originated from out the 


Common Law and forms part of the Law of contract and is supported by legislation that 


includes amongst others, the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa47, the Labour 


Relations Act48 and Basic Conditions of Employment Act49.  


 


Section 23 in the Bill of Rights of the Constitution provides that everyone has the right to 


fair Labour practices. It then forms the platform on which the LRA is structured. The 


Labour Relations Act regulate the employment relationship between the employee and 


the employer including the termination of this relationship.  


 


                                                
45 Basson et al, Essential Labour Law, 4th edition 2005’ Labour Law Publications, p19.  
46 Basson et al, Essential Labour Law, 4th edition 2005’ Labour Law Publications, p21 . 
47 Act 108 of 1996. 
48 Act 66 of 1995. 
49 Act 75 of 1997. 
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In terms of the law of contract where either party breached a serious aspect of the 


contract, the other party may either enforce the contract or accept the other party’s 


repudiation of the contract and to terminate the contract immediately50. 


 


In terms of the Labour Relations Act, the employer may end the employment 


relationship and if it does so with or without notice, the termination will fall within the 


definition of ‘‘dismissal’’51.  


 


The legal question that arises is whether the Labour Relations Act and Section 23 of the 


Constitution deprived the parties of their common law rights in terms of the law of 


contract and further whether what is the right of the employee to claim compensation in 


terms of the common law and in terms of the Labour Relations Act.  


 


In Denel (Edms) Bpk v Voster52 where a disciplinary code was incorporated into an 


employment contract. The legal aspect that the court had to decide was that where a 


disciplinary code is fair, the constitutional right to fair labour practices does not relieve 


the employer to comply with disciplinary procedure contained in such code as 


incorporated into the employment contract.          


 


In this matter the employer dismissed the respondent from his employment and the 


respondent instituted an action for damages of breach of contract arising out of his 


dismissal. The employer failed to comply with the disciplinary procedure contained in its 
                                                
50  Basson et al, Essential Labour Law (2005), 51. 
51 Section 186(1) of the LRA. 
52 2004 (4) SA 481 (SCA). 
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disciplinary code and is therefore in breach with the employment contract. The 


disciplinary procedure required that the employer take two decisions before dismissal. 


The disciplinary committee must first adjudicate the matter and when decided on 


dismissal it must refer the recommendations to the assistant general manager who must 


in consultation with the assistant general manager human resources thereafter decide 


on the recommendation. 


 


The general manager conducted the disciplinary enquiry himself and did not consult 


with the assistant general manager human resources in dismissing the employee and 


the employer breached a material aspect of the fixed term employment agreement.  


 


During the court case the employer argued that the Constitutional right to fair labour 


practices as set out in section 23 of the Constitution implied that there is a duty on both 


the employer and employee to act fairly towards one another. The employer the argued 


that it is not necessary to comply strictly with the contract as long as the employer acted 


fairly towards the employee in the termination of the employment agreement. 


 


The court held that the employer’s argument that the employer may disregard the 


content of the contract and only focus on the fairness of the termination was incorrect. 


The employer argued that the procedure that it was adopted was one that respected the 


employees’ constitutional right to fair labour practices and that it would be an 


infringement of the employees right to fair labour practices if the dismissal were to be 


regarded as unlawful. The employer argued further that the relationship between 
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employer and employee is governed only by a reciprocal duty upon the parties to act 


fairly towards one another and that this reciprocal duty supersedes any contractual 


terms. 


 


The court held that the argument of the employer in the Denel-case is in conflict with the 


Fedlife-case above and held that: 


 


‘‘If the new constitutional dispensation did have the effect of introducing into the employment relationship 


a reciprocal duty to act fairly, it does not follow that it deprives contractual terms of their effect. Such 


implied duties would operate to ameliorate the effect of unfair terms in the contract, or even to 


supplement the contractual terms where necessary but not to deprive a fair contract of its legal effect’’. 


 


The court held accordingly that the disciplinary code was fair and that the Constitutional 


right to fair labour practices does not relieve the employer to comply with fair terms 


incorporated into the contract. 


 


The role and importance of the common law principles further well illustrated in the 


Buthelezi v Municipal Demarcation Board53. The legal question in this case was whether 


or not an employee appointed on a fixed term contract could be dismissed for 


operational requirement where no such provisions exist in the written contract. The 


employee was appointed on a five year fixed term contract. The employer notified the 


employee that he was a redundant within the first year of employment and offered the 


employee an alternative employment in which he was subsequently unsuccessful where 


                                                
53(2004) 25 ILJ 2317 (LAC). 
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after the employee was dismissed. The employee referred the matter to the Labour 


Court which held that neither party is entitled to cancel the agreement prematurely if 


there is no fundamental breach. The Labour Appeal Court in the subsequent appeal 


concurred with the Labour Court and further affirmed that neither party may terminate a 


fixed term employment contract prior to the expiry date of the contract unless either 


party has breached the contract or that such breach was material. The court states that 


the employer takes the risk not to be able to dismiss an employee appointed on a fixed 


term contract and the employee on the other hand takes the risk in that the employee 


may not resign to take up other employment.  


 


The court held further that the employer in this case had no right in law to terminate the 


fixed term employment contract and therefore the actions of the employer constituted 


unfair dismissal. 


 


The effect of this ruling is that the employee that enters into a fixed term contract with 


an employer has a claim for award for compensation in terms of the Labor Relations Act 


where the employer terminates the fixed term contract unlawfully. The court however 


held that the employee is entitled to an amount equal to such an amount the employee 


would have been entitled to if the employer did not breach the contract, taking into 


account future employment. Having regard to the right of an employee to claim for 


breach of contract in terms of common law contract principles and the right of an 


employee to institute action for unfair dismissal in terms of the Labour Relations Act, the 
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employee has a choice to institute action and to claim damages in terms of the common 


law and to pursue the matter in terms of the Labour Relations Act54. 


 


Section 23 of the Constitution does not amend or supersede the common law principles 


pertaining to fair contractual remedies as stated in the Fedlife and Denel-cases above. 


 


Neither parties to a fixed term employment contract may terminate the fixed term 


employment contract prior to the expiry date of the contract unless there has been a 


material breach of the contract. 


 


The unlawful termination of a fixed term employment contract by the employer 


constituted an unfair dismissal in terms of the Buthelezi-case. Where an employer 


unlawfully terminates an employee’s contract the affected employee has the following 


remedies: 


 


- He/she may accept the repudiation or the cancellation of the employer and 


pursue action against the employer in terms of the common law for the breach of 


the contract and claim damages; 


- He/she may refer the dismissal to the CCMA and later on, if applicable to the 


Labour court to pursue the matter in terms of an unfair dismissal in terms of the 


Labour Relations Act and may be awarded compensation equal to one year’s 


remuneration. 


 
                                                
54 Act 66 of 1995. 
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2.4. The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996 with regard 


to Labour Law, section 23 and 39. 


 


Every person has a fundamental right to a fair Labour practice55 and the Labour 


Relations Act gives expressions to this right in a number of provisions. Section 18956 


must be interpreted in a way that it complies with the Constitution and gives effect to the 


primary objects of the Act57. In one of the most important judgments on this issue to 


date, the Labour Court stated that this area of legal regulation where the tensions 


between commercial interests and social policy for employees are contrary, the LRA 


shall apply. This underlines the brevity of the provisions of section 18958.  


 


It must be remembered that the LRA is largely the outcome of negotiations at Nedlac 


and could thus be described as a negotiated compromise. The whole legislative history 


must be taken into account when considering contentious provisions such as section 


189, disclosure of information, consultation, closed shop agreements and many 


others59. 


   


However, this still doesn’t make the task of the Labour Court any easier. Employers and 


employees will have to map out a path for themselves from judgments (Foreign and 


National), opinions and awards in order to avoid liability or to achieve the desired level 


                                                
55 Section 23 (1) (a) of Act 108 of 1996. 
56 Act 66 of 1995. 
57Which are: to give effect to and regulate the fundamental rights conferred by section 23 of the Constitution; to give 
effect to obligations incurred as a member of state of the ILO, to provide a frame work within which employees, 
unions and employers promote effective resolution of labour disputes. 
58 Act 66 of 1995. 
59 Section 16 of the LRA 66 of 1995. 
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of protection. The Labour Appeal Court in Foodgro v Kell60 had the following to say 


about the proper interpretation of these provisions: 


 


‘‘The ease or otherwise with which business, trade or undertakings may be transferred, and the 


consequences flowing from these transfers or retrenchment for economic well-being of a court. There 


may indeed be very good economic reasons why the free and unrestricted transfers of business or 


retrenchment, trade and undertaking promote commercial efficiency and thus ultimately promote 


economic development. The pursuit of economic development by means of a particular interpretation and 


application of the Act is however qualified by the injunction that it must be done in conjunction with other 


goals, namely those of social justice, labour peace and democratization’’. 


 


It is important to analyze and evaluate the provisions of section 189 in the view of the 


conclusion that employees do have interest in what they work for and continued 


employment in the event of change or dismissal for operational requirements, but it can 


only be done by also referring to other jurisdictions and their attempts at safeguarding 


the same concept. 


 


There has been drastic changes in the SA labour law since 1994 and the LRA, BCEA61, 


as well as the EEA62 represent three progressive pieces of legislation. However the law 


can only do so much, ultimately the effectiveness of laws depends to a large degree on 


its acceptance by the public, knowledge thereof amongst the public as well as a 


willingness to use and embrace the law. The decision to include section 189 and 189A 


in the final Act was a policy decision, taken with due regard to general socio-economic 
                                                
60 1999 (20) ILJ 252 (LAC) 2524 F-L. 
61 Act 75 of 1997. 
62 Act 55 of 1998. 
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as well as economic factors. Relatively few cases have been brought under section 


18963 to date and one will have to wait and see whether this position will continue given 


that it certainly does not seem to reflect the actual state of affairs regarding the 


occurrence of problems surrounding the dismissal for operational requirements in 


practice. A very important consequence of a fundamental right to fair labour practice64 is 


that a purposive interpretation of labour legislation must be followed. The fundamental 


right to fair labour practices also obliges the legislator to have regard to the socio-


economic interest of workers.  


Job security and employee protection in the wide sense would certainly qualify as such 


interest. The provisions of section 189 will be referred to throughout the remainder of 


this thesis. 


 


It is a well-established principle that employees should enjoy a degree of job security. 


The law of unfair dismissal is thus far reaching and overrides the common law principles 


that giving reasonable notice may terminate the contract of employment65. There are 


thus, in almost all national systems, general substantive restrictions on an employer’s 


power of dismissal and the termination of a contract of employment66. Other important 


restrictions on ‘‘managerial prerogative’’ also commonly exist67. This is often necessary 


in order to bring common law principles within the framework of constitutional 


requirements and in the field of labour law, this need is important. Judicial intervention 
                                                
63 Act 66 of 1995. 
64 Section 23 in the Bill of rights of the RSA Constitution. 
65 See chapter viii of the LRA. 
66 English Courts began to highlight the latent potential of the contracts of employment as a means of protecting job 
security in the absence of statutory protection. (Edwing K.D) job security and the contract of employment 1989 ILJ 
(United Kingdom) 217, namely a clause, however expressed which provides a guarantee of no compulsory 
redundancies and others that relate to procedural aspect and substantive concept. 
67 Ss 84 and 86 of the LRA 66 of 1995. 
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should be seen in the view of the unsatisfactory and inherently unequal protection 


available in common law between a bearer of power and one who is subordinated due 


to that power68. The common law knows nothing of a balance of collective forces. It is 


inspired by the belief in the equality of individuals, it operates between individuals and 


not otherwise69.  


 


In the constitutional state, when the right to fair labour practices, the right to engage 


freely in the economic activities or the right to equality is involved in a scenario, these 


rights have to be analyzed in order to identify their core value. Any limitation of 


fundamental right must comply with the requirement of limitation clause in terms of 


section 36 of the constitution70. When following a formal approach to equality, it might 


be accepted that freedom of contracts exists and judicial intervention should therefore 


only be to ensure that pacta sunt veranda. 


 


However, when a substantive approach to equality accepted, a conceptual notion of 


freedom must be considered.     


 


There are two possibilities which are: 


  


- Firstly, it could be argued that there is no real freedom of contract (equality) in an 


employment relationship, that therefore it is impossible for this principle to be 


infringed by protective legislation. 
                                                
68 See above discussions regarding the nature of employment relationship. 
69 Davie and Freeland labour and the law, 1980, 12. 
70 See Davis D ‘‘Constitutionalization Of labour right’’, Oliver M.P ‘‘A Charter for fundamental rights for SA’’. 
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- Secondly, it could be argued that the freedom of employment contract (equality) 


between the parties is severely curtailed. 


 


Any limitation of this principle should therefore be contained in the law of general 


application and should be reasonable and justifiable in a society that is based on 


equality, human dignity and freedom. 


 


Under the first scenario mentioned above, dismissal for operational requirements of 


employee will not infringe the substantive core of any of fundamental right such as 


equality, whereas under the second scenario it might be necessary to limit symbolic 


freedom in a given case, in order to give effect to other valid moral rights. The contract 


of employment is required to be as a sui generis contract that encompasses a qualified 


concept of equality. 


 


The provisions regarding dismissal for operational requirements may be required to be 


subjected to the limitation test in terms of section 36 of the constitution71. Section 36 of 


the constitution provides for the limitation of the Bill of Rights, in terms of law of general 


application, provided that the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open and 


democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom taking into account all 


factors including:  


 


- the nature of the right 


- the importance of the limitation 
                                                
71 Act 108 of 1996. 
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- the nature and extent of the limitation 


- less restrictive means to achieve the purpose 


 


It is important to note that the two stage process still opposite under the final 


constitution72. The first stage involves asking the question, has there been infringement 


of a right protected by the Bill of Rights? Only when a relevant fundamental right has 


been infringed, does the second stage become operative? This stage involves asking, 


firstly whether the policy underlying the Act or omission that caused the infringement is 


reasonable and justifiable73 and secondly whether an acceptable method has been 


used for its implementation74. The fundamental rights involved in casu are the right to 


equality, the right to participate freely in economic activities and the right to a fair labour 


practices. The first stage of the enquiry necessitates that before one considers the goal 


of dismissal for operational requirements provisions and the means implemented to 


attain that goal, one must first consider the exact nature and the content of the 


fundamental rights that are applicable. Section 23 of the constitution provides that 


everyone has the right to fair labour practices75. The unfair labour practice jurisdiction of 


the old industrial court, which was essentially discretionary, is thus replaced by this 


provision. The right to work is not included in section 23, although the rights in section 


23 are not absolute, they should be interpreted generously and in a value based 


manner76.section 39 (1) also requires the courts or arbitrator to consider International 


                                                
72 Devenish Commentary 543. 
73 Devenish Commentary 544, see R v Oakes 26 DLR (4) 200, R v Bryant 10 DLR 321. 
74 Devenish Commentary 545, the right to freedom of association. 
75 Chapter of the Bill of Rights Act 106 of 1996. 
76 See Devenish Commentary 321, where also states that these rights must be interpreted purposively. 
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Law ‘when interpreting the Bill of rights, in this circumstances which is section 23 of the 


constitution77. 


 


2.5. The Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995 


 


The Labour Relations Act78 aims to promote economic development, social justice, 


labour peace and democracy in the workplace. It sets out to achieve this by providing a 


framework for regulating the relationship between employees and their unions on the 


one hand and employers and their organizations on the other hand. At the same time, it 


also encourages employers and employees to regulate relations between themselves.  


 


The Act promotes the right to fair labour practices, to form and join trade unions and 


employers ‘organizations, to organize and bargain collectively and to strike and lock-out. 


In doing so it reflects the vision of employees and employers rights contained in the 


Constitution. 


 


The LRA 1995 with the subsequent amendments sets out the rights of employers and 


employees and their organizations more clearly than before. This should provide the 


parties with more certainty with regard to the exercise of these rights. The LRA favours 


conciliation, negotiation as a way of settling labour disputes. It expects parties to make 


a genuine attempt to settle disputes through industrial action. By providing for a more 


simplified dispute resolution process, the Act aims to achieve a quick, effective and 


                                                
77 Act 108 of 1996. 
78 Act 66 of 1995. 
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inexpensive resolution of disputes. It thereby aims to reduce the level of industrial 


unrest and to minimize the need for costly legal advice. The CCMA plays a critical role 


in actively conciliating and arbitrating disputes and also provides advice on a range of 


issues to the parties concerned.          


 


An employer can dismiss employees for reasons of misconduct or incapacity. An 


employer can also dismiss employees for business-related reasons. A fair procedure 


must always be followed even in circumstances where there is good reason for the 


dismissal. 


 


 


 When an employer is legally permitted to dismiss an employee? 


 


An employer can dismiss an employee for a fair reason (this means the dismissal is 


‘substantively’ fair) and only if the employer has followed a fair procedure (this means 


the dismissal is ‘procedurally’ fair). 


 


There appears to be three kinds of dismissal, these are: 


 


 For misconduct (if an employee intentionally or carelessly breaks a rule at the 


workplace, for example, steals company goods); 


 For incapacity (if an employee cannot perform duties properly owing to illness, ill 


health or inability); and 
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 For operational reasons (if a company has to dismiss employees for reasons 


which are related to purely business needs and not because of some failing on 


the part of the employee). 


 


A code of good practice (Schedule 8 in the Act) sets out the principles of substantive 


and procedural fairness to be followed in the case of dismissal for misconduct or 


incapacity. The principles of a fair dismissal for operational reasons are contained in the 


LRA itself and in a code of good practice on dismissals based on operational 


requirements, issued by NEDLAC. If there is a collective agreement on disciplinary 


procedures, the employers must comply with the procedures in the agreement. 


 


The recognition of operational requirements as a ground for dismissal has its origin in 


the ILO. Operational requirements are defined in the LRA as requirements based on the 


economic, technological, structural or similar needs of the employer.  


 


The court has generally taken the approach that it will not intervene in the decision for 


dismissal based on operational requirements provided that there was a commercial 


rationale for the decision and it was taken in good faith, however this approach has 


changed in recent years as the court has adopted an approach that, if it is not more 


interventionist, then is at least more investigative in nature.  
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In B M D Knitting Mills v SACTWU79, the Labour Appeal Court indicated that it was 


entitled to determine whether a reasonable basis existed for the decision to retrench. 


Nevertheless, the enquiry, said the court should not be directed to whether the reason 


offered is the one which the court itself would have chosen. The reason does not 


necessarily have to be correct but it must have been fair. 


 


It may also be necessary to dismiss employees on the basis of the operational 


requirements of the business where such employees are incompatible with other 


members of management or staff, or at the behest of third parties. For example, a 


particular important customer may object to dealing with a particular employee and 


there may be no way to accommodate such employee in the business so that he will not 


be required to deal with the customer. The demand for the dismissal of a particular 


employee, especially one in a supervisory capacity may also emanate from a trade 


union. 


 


Although the Labour Appeal Court has accepted in Lebowa Platinum Mined Ltd v Hill80, 


that a dismissal may take place at the behest of a third party, it has set out stringent 


requirements which must be followed before such a dismissal will be fair. These are the 


following: 


 


- the mere fact that a demand has been made by the third party that a particular 


employee should be dismissed is not enough to justify the dismissal; 


                                                
79[2001] 7 BLLR 705. 
80 [1998] 7 BLLR 666 (LAC). 
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- the demand has to have sufficient foundation; 


- the third party’s threat of action if the demand is not met must be real and 


serious; 


- the employer must have no other option but to dismiss; 


- the employer must investigate and consider alternatives to dismissal and must 


consult with the employee; 


- the extent of injustice to the employee must be considered; 


- the blameworthiness of the employee’s own conduct must be taken into account. 


 


Dismissals for operational requirements are known as retrenchments. Various 


retrenchment guidelines were established by our courts and these were to a large 


extent codified under section 189 of the LRA. In the case of retrenchments, too the 


dismissals must be both substantively and procedurally fair.     


 


Thereafter a fair procedure must be followed and this procedure can be summarized as 


follows: 


 


Employers must take steps to avoid and minimize the possible termination of 


employment for operation reasons. For example, depending upon the particular 


circumstances of the case, the employer might stop hiring new employees, eliminate 


overtime, offer voluntary retrenchment, offer early retirement, or consider a reduction in 


working hours. 
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The employers must give sufficient prior warning of any pending retrenchment to the 


employee or his trade union. The Act provides that consultation should take place when 


the employer contemplates dismissing an employee for operational reasons. Clearly, 


therefore the Act envisages that consultation will take place at a stage when it is still 


possible for the employer to reverse the decision which would otherwise lead to the 


retrenchments. The duty to consult arises, it seems when the employer having foreseen 


the need to introduce operational changes, contemplates implementing them. A 


distinction must be drawn between dismissals that are a consequence of external 


factors, such as a downturn in the economy, and those that are a consequence of 


internal factors such as restructuring or the introduction of new technology since in the 


latter cases the employer remains in control and is not required to make hasty 


decisions. 


The employer must consult in detail with the employee or his representatives on the 


reasons for the retrenchment and the practical implementation thereof. This may 


necessitate the disclosure of certain information. 


 


Unless the selection criteria are agreed between the consulting parties, the employer 


must apply fair and objective selection criteria in selecting employees for retrenchment. 


These selection criteria must be disclosed to the employee or his trade union and 


consultation must take place regarding the selection criteria. 
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2.6. The amendment of 2002 of the Labour Relations Act 


The introduction of Section 189 A of the LRA makes an interesting legislative 


contribution to the issue of the substantive fairness of a retrenchment decision. 


Apparently not entirely satisfied with the differential approach adopted by some courts, 


the legislature has given the workers and their unions the right to strike in the case of 


large-scale retrenchments. It is assumed that the right is in relation to the decision to 


retrench than the procedure because the law prescribes an alternative course of action 


where there are complaints about the procedure. If the workers decide to take the issue 


into the power arena then they forfeit the right to take the matter to court on the basis of 


the substantive fairness of the dismissals. This, is some measure, takes pressure off the 


court in their scrutiny of the fairness of the dismissals as the workers have the right to 


strike on this issue in the case of large scale retrenchments envisaged in Section 189A. 


Before section 189A, workers did not have the right to strike which placed significant 


onus on the courts to be vigorous in their scrutiny of management decisions in this 


regard. 


 


In section 189A (19) the legislation instructs the Labour Court to find that the employee 


was dismissed fairly if: 


 


- the dismissal was to give effect to a requirement based on the employer’s 


economic, technological, structural or similar needs; 


- the dismissal was operationally justifiable on rational grounds; 


- there was proper consideration of the alternatives; and  
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- the selection criteria were fair and objective 


 


The legislatures have effectively defined the concept of fairness without mentioning the 


issue of fairness other than in sub clause (d), which refers to selection. Du Toit81, sees 


this section as merely a codification of the existing law, and as such do not think that 


189A (19) will make a noticeable difference. The authors believe that it may focus the 


courts to examine the reasons for dismissal more closely and vigorously. It may offset 


the effect noted above in regard to the strike provision. Section 189A (19) raise the 


obvious question as to why the same amendment was not inserted in section 189 for 


the small scale retrenchment. Does the law intend that small scale retrenchment be 


examined on the basis of fairness as discussed in the case law and that the large scale 


retrenchment does not have to be evaluated on the basis of ‘‘fairness’’ except as 


defined? Todd and Damant do not believe so and they are of the opinion that SACTWU 


v Discreto, establishes the correct test and the test is in line with section 189A (19). 


Specifically they claim that the legislature has sent a clear message to the courts to stay 


away from the distributive issues that an enquiry into the relative gains and hardships 


would involve. 


 


2.7. The position of the International Labour Organization on dismissal for 


operational requirement 


In terms of South African Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995 where employees challenge 


operational requirements dismissals the Labour Relations Act distinguishes between 


large-scale and small-scale dismissals. Where there is small-scale dismissal employees 
                                                
81  Du Toit et al Labour Relations Law 4th edition (2003) at 425. 
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must refer disputes (of substantive and procedural fairness) to conciliation followed by 


adjudication to the Labour Court. Where there is a large-scale dismissal and a 


challenge to its substantive fairness employees have a choice either to refer the dispute 


to the Labour Court or strike. If it is a challenge to procedural fairness this goes to the 


Labour Court82. 


 


All these provisions are in accordance with International Labour Organization standards. 


Article 8 of the International Labour Organization convention 158 of 1982 requires that 


workers who are unfairly dismissed be entitled to refer their disputes to an impartial 


body such as a Court, Labour Tribunal and arbitration committee or arbitrator83. 


 


This is also in accordance with the International Labour Organization Examination of 


Grievances Recommendation84 (No 130) of 1967, which allow rights disputes to be 


referred to adjudication. Thus the denial of the right to strike to employees dismissed for 


small-scale operational requirements comply with ILO standards. By providing 


employees subject to large-scale operational requirements dismissals for substantive 


reasons with a choice either to refer disputes to the Labour Court or to go on strike the 


Labour Relations Act goes further than what is required by the ILO. Even though South 


African Law does comply with ILO standards both still provide inadequate protection to 


                                                
82 For an application of section 189A see NUMSA &Others v SA Five Engineering & Others 2005 (1) BLLR 53 


(LC) and RAWUSA V Schuurman Metal Pressing (Pty) Ltd 2005 (1) BLLR 78 (LC) 
83 The termination of Employment at the Initiative of the Employer convention 158 of 1982 superseded ILO 


Recommendation 119 of 1963. According to article 8(2) of the Convention where termination has been 
authorized by a competent authority the application of paragraph 8(1) may be varied according to national 
law and practice. According to section 8(3) a worker may be deemed to have waived his right to appeal 
against the termination of employment if he has not exercised that right within a reasonable period of time 
after termination.   


84 130 of 1967. 
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retrenched employees. The ILO allows the right to strike to be denied to employees who 


are retrenched, while South African law allows this right to be denied in the case of 


small-scale dismissals.  


 


Both ILO and South African law do not provide adequate protection for employees who 


are dismissed for operational reasons. The ILO allows states to prohibit retrenched 


employees from striking. The LRA prohibits employees subject to small-scale 


operational requirements from striking. In such circumstances employees can refer 


disputes to adjudication. This provides employees with inadequate protection since 


judges are not suitably qualified to make business decisions and hence often heed to 


employer prerogative when it comes to retrenchments and often at the expense of 


employees. Since adjudication does not provide retrenched employees with significant 


protection it was suggested that all employees facing retrenchments be given the right 


to strike. A refusal to do so would not only violate ones constitutional right to strike but 


also other rights integral to the right to strike including the right to equality, life, property, 


freedom of association and expression. It is suggested that ILO standard and the LRA 


be amended to provide all employees who face dismissal for operational requirements 


with the right to strike. 


 


2.7. Social values in South African Labour Law 


As stated above, South Africa has seen some progressive legislation in the Labour Law 


field recently and provisions emphasizing socio-economic rights of workers have 
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contributed to this85. Apart from the said legislation, the major role players in South 


African Labour Law have also shown a commitment to the same. The Trade and 


Industry Chamber of Nedlac have been deliberating the issue of a link between labour 


standards and trade since June 1995. This followed commitment by the social partners 


(government, labour and business) in what was then the National Economic Forum to 


explore the social clause in the context of trade liberalization in South Africa and the 


General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Uruguay Round Trade negotiations. 


Deliberations on the issue have focused mainly on the proposal by Labour, supported 


by business that a social clause linking market access to respect for Labour standards 


are included in all South Africa’s bilateral and multilateral trade agreements, including 


agreements with countries in South Africa and with the World Trade Organization 


(WTO).  


 


The social partners in Nedlac have reaffirmed their unequivocal commitment to human 


rights and workers rights, both within South Africa and internationally. This is consistent 


with the history of the struggle for human rights in South Africa and is the cornerstone of 


South Africa’s new democracy. The social partners further reaffirmed the principle that 


economic growth and development must be underpinned by a commitment to social 


justice, including respect for universally recognized labour standards.  


The social partners affirmed that trade and investment liberalization and the integration 


of the South African economy into the global economy must promote economic and 


social progress and not undermine social protection. To this end, they commit 


                                                
85There are numerous examples, including the right to protest action in advancement of socio economic, Section 9 of 
BCEA, S17 of BCEA and S26 BCEA. 
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themselves to working together within the tripartite framework of Nedlac to ensure the 


ratification and observance in South Africa of the core ILO convention embodying 


universally recognized labour standards86. South Africa has, inter alia, ratified 


conventions 87, 98 and 111. 


 


It is recognized that in the relationship between trade and workers rights, increased 


liberalization of trade should be accompanied by the harmonization of labour standards 


and the observance of core ILO conventions. This will allow a process of greater 


integration, thus improving rights and conditions of workers to a higher level, rather than 


lowering them to the lowest prevailing standards. Several provisions in the LRA are 


inconsistent with this approach, including section 189.  Protocol 14 of the European 


Community Treaty on Social Policy, the Agreement on Social Policy and the Amsterdam 


Treaty, entitled ‘‘The Union and Citizen’’, contains an amended chapter on social policy. 


 


In essence, the Social Policy Agreement of the Maastricht Treaty will constitute the new 


Social Chapter of the European Community Treaty. It is clear that the employment 


chapter does not envisage deregulation as a means of realizing full employment. Article 


2 talks of ‘‘a high level of employment and social protection’’, it could therefore be 


concluded that the reference to a ‘‘high degree of competitiveness’’ does not suggest 


competition at all costs but competition based on a skilled, flexible and productive 


workforce, according to some academics abroad87. This is consistent with the view 


                                                
86These conventions are: number 29 of forced labour (1930), number 87 on freedom of association and the 
protection of the right to organize (1951), number 105 of 1957, 111 of 1958 and 138 of 1973. 
87Barnard C ‘‘The United Kingdom, the social chapter and the Amsterdam Treaty’’. The economic case for 
transnational labour standards, 1994 ILJ (U.K) 289. 
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expressed by the European Community Commission that social protection is a 


productive factor, and that labour standards are seen as an input into the process of 


enhancing economic competitiveness rather than simply as a cost of production. It is 


submitted that it is impossible to expose and understand the policies of government that 


underlie a system of law. 


 


However, it is suggested that South African Labour Law has indeed come a long way 


(at least since the true function of our labour law was defined in 1980 as ‘‘the 


preservation of the social and economic structures prevailing in society at any given 


moment by the confinement and containment of the basic conflict of interests inherent in 


the relationship between employer and employee’’)88. The legislator should at least be 


applauded for including provisions concerning job security in addition to the law on 


unfair dismissal in our LRA.          


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
                                                
88 Davis D ‘The function of labour law (1980),  216. 
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CHAPTER THREE: PROCEDURE AND REMEDIES 


 


3.1. Procedural Requirements 


3.1.1. The consulting parties 


One of the most challenging aspects of a dismissal for operational requirements is the 


fact that there is no clear dividing line between substantive and procedural fairness to 


the extent as other dismissals.  


 


Consultation, as defined in section 189 (3) to (6) of the LRA remains the crux of 


procedural fairness. The Labour Relations Amendment Act 12 of 2002 introduced 


significant changes. First, section 191 (2) now provides that a single employee faced 


with dismissal for operational reasons may choose whether to refer a dispute about 


procedural or substantive fairness to the CCMA or Labour Court89. 


 


In terms of section 189, an employer must, when contemplating dismissing one or 


more employees for reasons based on the employer’s operational requirements, consult 


with the following: 


 


- any person whom the employer is required to consult in terms of a collective 


agreement, and  


- if there is no collective agreement that requires consultation with a, 


workplace forum, if the employees likely to be affected by the proposed 


dismissals are employed in a workplace in respect of which there is a workplace 
                                                
89 Act 12 of 2002. 
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forum and any registered trade union whose members are likely to be affected by 


the proposed dismissals, or 


- if there is no workplace forum in the workplace in which the employees likely to 


be affected by the proposed dismissals are employed, any registered trade union 


whose members are likely to be affected by the proposed dismissals, or 


- if there is no such trade union, the employees likely to be affected by the 


proposed dismissals or their representatives nominated for that purpose.     


  


It should be remembered that employers have a statutory duty to ensure that the correct 


consulting party is notified of a retrenchment. The employer’s failure to do so is a 


procedural defect. 


 


In Numsa v Aunde South Africa (Pty) Ltd90, the employer reached an agreement on 


retrenchment with the majority union only on the basis that it did not have to consult with 


the minority union in terms of a collective agreement. The minority union referred a 


dispute to the Labour Court. 


 


After consulting on the proposed retrenchment of its members for some time with the 


appellant union (NUMSA), (the then majority union in the workplace), the employer 


informed NUMSA that the agreement had been reached with another union (UASA), 


which had since gained majority status and had hence become the sole bargaining 


agent in the workplace. 


 
                                                
90 (2009) 18 LC 5.2.4 and (2010) BLLR 72 (LC). 
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The court held that the matter turned on whether the respondent was required to consult 


NUMSA after it lost its majority status and after the respondent signed a recognition 


agreement with UASA. The LRA requires the employers contemplating retrenchment to 


consult inter alia ‘‘any person who the employer is required to consult in terms of a 


collective agreement’’. 


 


The employer was ordered to reinstate the dismissed employees on the terms and 


conditions that applied before their dismissals. 


 


The ultimate purpose of section 189 is thus to achieve a joint consensus-seeking 


process. In this manner, the section implicitly recognizes employer’s right to dismiss for 


operational reasons, but then only if a fair process aimed at achieving consensus has 


failed.      


 


3.1.2. The duty to consult 


The currency of mutual persuasion, formidable as it may seem to the uninitiated, is in 


alignment with the other jurisdictions. Such consultation is ideally based upon tripartite 


participation through dialogue and self-regulation. It is part of a new generation of rights 


and culture of justification when the loss of livelihood is anticipated that emerged 


throughout the world in the 1990s.  


 


Considerable research and rigorous scrutiny of South African and International 


Standards reveals that the eloquently phrased objectives of consultation in section 189 
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(2) of the LRA are not South Africa’s pearls of wisdom but those of the ILO. All national 


consultation measures simplistically referred to as the ‘‘employers’ burden’’ in leading 


text books-just codify ILO Convention 158 and ILO Recommendation 166. The 


obligation to consult is an international duty implemented in different ways across the 


globe. Most countries have statutes requiring consultation with employee 


representatives for collective dismissal91.  


 


Under the previous 1956 LRA, consultation was initially considered a more limited form 


of interaction than negotiation. Following the ruling in MAWU v Hart92(1985) 6 ILJ 478 


(IC), a prevalent view was that to consult is merely to take counsel, hear 


representations and to take advice whereas to negotiate means to engage in 


discussions and bargaining with a view to reaching compromise and agreement93. In 


Atlantis Diesel Engines (Pty) Ltd v NUMSA, however, the Appellate Division accepted 


the characterization of consultation as a ‘joint problem solving exercise with the parties 


striving for consensus where possible.’ According to Lagrange, the problem solving 


concept aims to get disputant parties to see their differences in the form of joint 


problems to which both parties are committed to seek solutions, rather than simply 


pursuing their own respective positions in a manner which excludes the other party’s 


interest as well.   


 


                                                
91 See Annexure 4 ‘Statutory regulation of unfair dismissal’: ILO Digest op cit 384-387 at table 1 
92 1985 (6) ILJ 478 (IC). 
93 1994 (15) ILJ 1247 (AD). 
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Under the new LRA employers and their counterparts are similarly required to ‘engage 


in meaningful joint consensus-seeking process and attempt to reach consensus’ on the 


topics over which they are required to ‘consult’ in terms of section 189 (2) of the LRA.  


 


Section 189 (2) may be said to create reciprocal duty to engage in joint problem-solving 


exercise of the kind envisaged by the Appellate Division in Atlantis case. In Johnson & 


Johnson (Pty) Ltd v CWIC94, it was held that the primary formal of the employer are 


geared to a specific purpose, namely to attempt to reach consensus on the objects 


listed in section 189 (2) of the LRA. The ultimate purpose of section 189 of the LRA is 


thus to achieve a joint consensus-seeking process. This purpose may be frustrated not 


only by the employer but also by another party, for example by a trade union ‘simply 


[going] through the entire formal process with no intention of ever genuinely reaching 


agreement.’ 


 


Under such circumstances, the employer will be considered to have complied with its 


obligations. 


 


The LRA goes on to define the content of the employer’s duty to consult as follows: 


 


“It must allow other consulting party an opportunity during consultation to make representations about any 


matter dealt with in subsections 189 (2), (3) and (4) as well as any other matter relating to the proposed 


dismissals in terms of section 189 (5), 


                                                
94 1998(12) BLLR 1209(LAC). 
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It must consider and respond to the representations made by the other consulting party and if the 


employer does not agree with them, the employer must state the reasons of disagreeing, and If any 


representation is made in writing the employer must respond in writing in terms of section 189 (6) of the 


LRA”. 


 


At the outset of the process in terms of section 189 as well as section 189 A of the LRA, 


the employer must issue a written notice inviting the other party to consult with it and 


disclose in writing all relevant information to its consulting partners [section 189 (3) of 


the LRA]95. Taken together, these provisions describe a process to all intends and 


purposes identical to that of ‘good faith bargaining’ as defined in the jurisprudence of the 


Industrial Court. 


 


3.1.3. The invitation notice 


When contemplating retrenchments, the employer must issue a written notice in terms 


of sub section 3, therefore initiating the process by inviting the other consulting party to 


consult with it. 


 


In this invitation the employer must disclose in writing all relevant information, including 


but not limited to: 


 


- the reasons for the proposed dismissals, 


- the alternatives that the employer considered before proposing the dismissals, 


and the reasons for rejecting each of those alternatives, 


                                                
95  LRA 66 of 1995. 
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- the number of employees likely to be affected and the job categories in which 


they are employed, 


- the proposed method for selecting which employees to dismiss, 


- the time when, or the period during which, the dismissals are likely to take effect, 


- the severance pay proposed, 


- any assistance that the employer proposes to offer to the employees likely to be 


dismissed, 


- the possibility of the future re-employment of the employees who are dismissed, 


- the number of employees employed by the employer, and  


- the number of employees that the employer has dismissed for reasons based on 


its operational requirements in the preceding 12 months. 


 


To be procedurally fair, the employer is obliged to give reasonable prior notice of the 


commencement of consultations in terms of section 189 (3).   


 


3.1.4. The stage when consultation should take place 


Section 189 contemplates that the consultation should commence as soon as the 


employer decides, in principle, on measures that could conceivably result in 


retrenchment. It would not only be prudent but crucial to keep updated and concise 


minutes of all the consultations held during the retrenchment process.  
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Consultation must therefore be exhaustive and not merely sporadic, superficial or a 


sham. Employers should remember the burden of proof is on the employer to show that 


it followed the correct procedures. 


 


It is with the aim on this open mindedness that, in terms of the Code on dismissals due 


to operational requirements, proper consultation will include the opportunity to meet and 


report back to employees, the opportunity for the employees or their representative to 


meet with the employer and to give input on the procedures and merits of the 


retrenchment, to request, receive, consider and reply on information. 


 


In terms of sub section 5, the employer must allow the other consulting party an 


opportunity during consultation to make representations about any matter dealt with in 


subsections 2, 3 and 4 of section 189 as well as any other matter relating to the 


proposed dismissals. Sub section 6 of section 189 requires the employer to consider 


and respond to the representations made by the other consulting party, and if the 


employer does not agree with them, the employer must state the reasons for 


disagreeing. If any representation is made in writing, the employer must respond in 


writing. 


 


The very important Labour Appeal Case of Johnson& Johnson (Pty) Ltd v CWIU96 


correctly summed up the employer’s obligation when it comes to consultation when it 


said the following with regard to section 189 of the LRA in para [26]-[31] at 1216D-


1217E: 
                                                
96 Ibidfn94. 
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‘‘[26]: 


 


“The section places some primary obligations on an employer in order to ensure that an employee is not 


unfairly dismissed. The employer must initiate the consultation process when it contemplates dismissals 


for operational reasons97. It must also disclose relevant information to the other consulting party (section 


189 (3)); it must allow the other consulting party an opportunity during consultation to representations 


about any matter on which they are consulting (section 189 (5)), it must consider those representations 


and, if it does not agree with them, it must give its reasons (section 189 (6))”. 


 


But all these primary formal obligations of an employer are geared to a specific purpose, 


namely to attempt to reach consensus on the objects listed in section 189 (2). The 


ultimate purpose of section 189 is thus to achieve a joint consensus-seeking process. In 


this manner the section implicitly recognizes the employer’s right to dismiss for 


operational reasons, but then only if a fair process aimed at achieving consensus has 


failed.    


 


This is also apparent from section 189 (7) which provide that the employer must select 


the employees to be dismissed on criteria either agreed to, or if that is not possible, on 


criteria that are fair and objective.’’ 


 


The Labour Appeal Court further discussed measures to determine whether the parties 


in fact did attempt to reach agreement or just went through the motions to comply with 


                                                
97 (Section 189 (1),  FAWU & another v National Sorghum Breweries [1997] 11 BLLR 1410 (LC) at 1420F-1421B, 


(1998) 19 ILJ 613 (LC) at 623C-I). 
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the Act. It is trite that a mere mechanical attempt to comply with the Act is not sufficient 


to pass the test of either substantive or procedural fairness: 


 


 The achievement of a joint consensus-seeking process may be foiled by either one of 


the consulting parties. The employer may obviously frustrate it by not fulfilling its 


obligations under section 189 (1), (3), (5), (6) and (7). The other consulting party may do 


it by refusing to take part in any of the stages of the consultation process, or by 


deliberately delaying the whole process98. It may also appear that anyone of the parties 


simply went through the entire formal process with no intention of ever genuinely 


reaching agreement on the issues discussed. These different possibilities depend on 


the facts each particular case. 


 


The important implication of this is that a mechanical, ‘checklist’ kind of approach to 


determine whether section 189 has been complied with is inappropriate. The proper 


approach is to ascertain whether the purpose of the section (the occurrence of a joint 


consensus-seeking process) has been achieved99. If that purpose is achieved, there 


has been proper compliance with the section. If not, the reason for not achieving the 


purpose must be sought. 


 


                                                
98NEHAWU v University of Fort Hare (1997) 8 BLLR 1054 (LC), UPUSA & Others v Grinaker Duraset (1998) 2 
BLLR 190 (LC) at 204D, Fowlds v SA Housing Trust Ltd and another , unreported case no J561/98 (LC) at 
paragraph 11) 
99Maharaj and others v Rampersad 1964 (4) SA 638 A at 464, Ceramic Industries Ltt/a Betta Sanitaryware (supra) 
at 701G-702H (BLLR), 676B-677C (ILJ), Ex parte Mothuloe (Law Society Transvaal intervening) 1996 (4) SA 
1131 (T) at 1137H-1138D). 
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If the employer alone frustrated the process in some way or another, there can be no 


compliance. If the employer was not at fault and did all it could from its side to achieve 


the kind of consultation referred to above, the purpose of the section would also have 


been achieved. 


 


Mention has already been made that section 189 is inextricably linked to the issue 


whether a dismissal based on operational requirements is fair or not. In testing 


compliance with its provisions by determining whether the purpose of the occurrence of 


a joint consensus-seeking process has been achieved or frustrated, a finding of non-


compliance by the employer will almost invariably result also in the dismissal being 


unfair for failure to follow proper procedure. It is difficult to envisage a situation where 


the result could be different. Non-compliance would not, however necessarily result in 


the dismissal being substantively unfair, as the facts of this case show.’’ 


 


It should be noted that it has been held in other cases before the Labour Court that 


certain procedural defects can be so pronounced, that it would result in a substantive 


unfair decision. 


 


 3.1.5. Deadlock in consultations 


When seeking to ascertain whether an employer has complied with the provisions of 


section 189, the determinative question is not whether or not a joint consensus-seeking 


approach has been achieved, but whether the employer can be blamed or not100. 


 
                                                
100 See Whall v Brand Add Marketing (1999) 6 BLLR 626 (LC). 
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The above approach has been confirmed in NUM v Crown Mines101.  


 


The concept of mandatory consultation suggests that in the end the employer may 


implement its decision to retrench unilaterally after the process of consultation has been 


exhausted102. 


 


3.1.6. Parties to the consultation process 


Section 189 (1) of the LRA, also sets out with whom the employer must consult. Priority 


should be given to collective agreements that stipulate with whom the employer must 


consult. Under the previous dispensation, in the absence of agreement to this effect, 


there was no duty to consult separately with a minority union where consultation had 


taken place with majority union. Clause 81 (1) of the draft bill, read with clause 81 (2) 


(b), sought to give statutory force to this practice. The LRA approaches the matter 


differently. 


 


In the first instance the employer must consult with any person whom it is obliged to 


consult in terms of collective agreement as required by section 189 (1) (a) of the LRA. In 


the absence of collective agreement requiring consultation, the employer must consult 


with a workplace forum, if there is one, as well as any registered trade union whose 


members are likely to be affected by the proposed dismissals as stated in section 189 


(1) (c) of the LRA. If there is no such union, their representatives nominated for that 


purpose in terms of section 189 (1) (d) of the LRA. There is no duty on an employer to 


                                                
101 (2001) 7 BLLR 716 (LAC). 
102 Dismissals by Grogan (Juta) 2003. 
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consult separately with the employees who are represented by a union or other body. 


To consult directly with the employees belonging to a registered trade union or induce 


them to enter into agreement without consulting their union, will amount to breach of 


section 189 and may render any subsequent dismissals unfair. 


 


Where there are no collective agreements and also no workplace forum or registered 


trade union, the employer must consult directly with the employees who are likely to be 


affected or with their representatives nominated to take part in the consultation on their 


behalf. In SA Commercial Catering & Allied Workers UNION & others v Sun 


International SA Ltd (A Division of Kersaf Investment Ltd)103, the court stated that an 


employer would also be able to consult directly with employees that are represented by 


trade union once the consultation process with the union has reached a deadlock.   


 


3.1.7. Topics for Consultation 


Section 189 (2) of the Labour Relations Act requires consulting parties to attempt to 


reach consensus on the specified matters. The parties must therefore already be in the 


process of consulting regarding the possibility of the retrenchment when they have to 


comply with these procedural requirements104.   


 


The following are topics on which consultation is obligatory: 


 


                                                
103  (2003) 24 ILJ 594 at 613. 
104  Essential Labour Law by AC Basson and others. 
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- Appropriate measures to avoid dismissals in terms of section 189 (2) (a) (i) of the 


LRA 


 


The consulting parties must try and reach consensus on alternatives to retrenchments. 


Section 189A (19) of the LRA, specifically states that there must be proper 


considerations of alternatives105. In NUMSA v Atlantis Diesel Engines (Pty) Ltd106, the 


Appellate Division held that the purpose of the duty to consult is to give the employer an 


opportunity to explain the reasons for the proposed dismissals, to hear representations 


on possible ways of avoiding, minimizing the effects of dismissal and to discuss and 


consider alternatives. The Labour Relations Act makes it clear that the primary purpose 


of consultation is to attempt to avoid dismissals altogether in terms of section 189 (2) (a) 


(i)107. An obvious measure to avoid dismissals is redeployment of the affected 


employees to appropriate alternative positions. If the employees unreasonably refuse 


such positions, they forfeit their right to severance pay in terms of section 41 (4) of 


BCEA108 and their dismissal will not be procedurally unfair. 


 


Other alternatives to dismissal may include voluntary retirement, a moratorium on 


recruitment or overtime, the reduction of night shifts, the elimination of contract work, 


the retirement of the employees beyond retirement age, short time, lay-offs, bumping 


and job-sharing. 


 


                                                
105 Act 66 of 1995 as amended. 
106 (1994) 15 ILJ 12744 (A). 
107 Act, 66 of 1995. 
108 Basic Conditions of Employment Act, 66 of 1995. 
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- Appropriate measures to minimize the number of dismissals to change the timing 


of the dismissals and to mitigate the adverse effects of the dismissals 


 


Paragraph 21 of the ILO recommendation 166, the termination of employment 


recommendation of 1982 provides as follows: 


 


‘‘The measures which should be considered with a view to averting or minimizing 


termination of employment for reasons of an economic, technological, structural or 


similar nature might include amongst other things, internal transfer, training and 


retraining.’’   


 


In this regard it is to be noted that in terms of article 13 (1) (b) of the ILO convention 


158, the termination of employment convention clause provides that the employer must 


give workers’ representatives an opportunity to consult on measures to be taken to 


avert dismissals or to find alternative employment. This obligation also includes that, 


where the employee may need some training in order to be able to perform the duties 


attached to an alternative position, the employer should afford the employee the 


opportunity to get such training. Naturally, this has to be within reason exercise that may 


have undue cost implications.  


 


Voluntary packages  


Another measure to consider is that of offering voluntary packages to employees. 


Mostly, these voluntary packages contain a ‘‘sweetener’’ to invite employees to accept 
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is as a voluntary and agreed upon termination of services, instead of the employee 


facing possible retrenchment.  


 


This can cause confusion as to the question whether the acceptance of voluntary 


packages amounts to retrenchment, therefore dismissal or not. Basically, if an 


employee accepts a voluntary package, that employee volunteers to resign and in 


NUMSA and Bevcan109 employees who accepted voluntary retrenchment together with 


a severance package was found to have terminated their employment by agreement 


and had not been dismissed for operational reasons.  


 


Section 41 (4) of the Basic Conditions of Employment determines that an employee, 


who unreasonably refuses to accept to employer’s offer of alternative employment with 


that employer or any other employer, is not entitled to severance pay. See Sayles v 


Tartan Steel110.   


 


- The method of selecting the employees to be dismissed 


 


Where the consultation exercise produce agreed criteria, the employer must select the 


employee to be dismissed according to criteria that are fair and objective in terms of 


section 189 (7) (b). In terms of the Code of Good Practice on dismissal based on 


operational requirements, fair criteria include length of service, skills and qualifications 


in terms of [item 9]. Further criteria laid down by case law may, depending on the 


                                                
109  (2006) 27 ILJ 414 (BCA). 
110  (1999) 20 ILJ 647 (LC). 
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circumstances, include the employee’s competence and merit, technical knowledge or 


experience, conduct, service record, age and gender. 


 


Employees and the employer should negotiate on the selection criteria to be used and 


should either come to an agreement on the selection criteria, alternatively the employer 


should select fair and objective selection criteria. The most common one, being that of 


‘LIFO’’ or ‘‘last in and first out’’. As part of LIFO, employers sometimes add the 


requirement of skills retention to it and also consider bumping111. 


    


 Bumping  


‘‘Bumping’’ has been accepted as a legitimate practice in the context of selecting 


employees for dismissal112.  


 


The guideline for bumping was also discussed in the Labour Appeal Court case of 


Porter Motor Group v Karachi113.  


 


 


3.1.8. Written disclosure of relevant information 


Section 189 (3) read with section 16 of the LRA, 1995 deals with the requirement for a 


procedurally unfair dismissal for operational reasons. The employer must disclose to the 


other consultant party all relevant information that will allow it to engage effectively in 


                                                
111 See also FAWU obo Kapesi & others v Premier Foods Ltd t/a Blue Ribbon Salt River (2010) 19 LC 9.5.1. 
112 See also SACCAWU& others v Gallo Africa (2005) 26 ILJ 2397 (LC). 
113 (2002) 11 LAC 5.2.1. 
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consultation. In the event of any information being confidential, the employer must notify 


the other party thereof.      


 


The provisions of section 16, governing the disclosure of information in the context of 


collective bargaining, are also applicable to the disclosure of information in terms of 


section 189 (3) and (4) (a) of the LRA. 


 


An employer is not required to disclose information, that is legally privileged, that the 


employer cannot disclose without contravening a prohibition imposed on the employer 


by any law or order of any court, that is confidential and if disclosed may cause 


substantial harm to an employee or the employer, or that is private personal information 


relating to an employee, unless that employee consents to the disclosure of that 


information. 


 


3.1.9. Remedies for dismissal based on operational requirements 


The CCMA or Labour Court may order the following in case of unfair retrenchment: 


- the reinstatement or re-employment of the employee, or 


- the payment of compensation to the employee114. 


 


There is more controversy in respect of the compensation to be awarded in the case of 


retrenchment that was only procedurally unfair until the matter was clarified in the 


                                                
114Section 193 (1) (a)-(b) of the LRA 66 of 1995, Republican Press v CEPPWAWU 2007 ILJ 2503 (SCA), Section 
193 (1) (c) of the LRA 66 of 1995 and Cohen ‘‘Exercising a Judicial Discretion-Awarding Compensation for Unfair 
Dismissals’’ 2003 ILJ 737. 
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amendments to the Labour Relations Act115, where it provided that the compensation to 


be awarded to an employee for unfair dismissal must be either because: 


 


- the reasons for dismissal was unfair 


- a fair procedure was not followed, or both must be just and equitable and may 


not be more than 12 months remuneration116. 


 


In Johnson& Johnson (Pty) Ltd v CWIU117, the following principles were restated: 


- the court has discretion to award compensation for a procedurally unfair 


dismissal,  


- if compensation is awarded in accordance with the formula set out in the LRA,  


- the compensation to be awarded for the unfair procedure is not based on 


patrimonial or actual loss but is the nature of a solatium for the loss of the right to 


a fair procedure: ‘‘it is punitive to the extent that an employer must pay a fixed 


penalty for causing that loss’’. 


 


The court may also order the employer to consult with the union or employees on an 


urgent basis. If an employee refuses reinstatement, the employee may not be entitled to 


compensation for procedurally unfair retrenchment unless he was a senior employee 


and the fiduciary relationship between the parties was breached118 


                                                
115 Section 194 (1) of the LRA 66 of 1995. 
116Highveld Steel& Vanadium Corp Ltd v NUMSA 2004 ILJ 71 (LAC), Ntshanga v SA Breweries Ltd 2003 ILJ 1404 
(LC) 
117 (1998) 12 BLLR 1209 (LAC), [1999] ILJ 89 (LAC)  
118NUMSA v Dorbyl Ltd 2004 ILJ 1300 (LC), Harmsen v Alstom Electrical Machines (Pty) Ltd 2004 ILJ 338 (LC). 
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CHAPTER 4: COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN SOUTH AFRICAN AND ENGLISH 
LABOUR LAW IN RESPECT OF DISMISSAL FOR OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
(REDUNDANCY) 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Both South African and English legal systems, acknowledge that redundancy or 


dismissal for operational requirements may be a reason for dismissal. Under both legal 


systems an employee has to be distinguished for an independent contractor and both 


systems come to the conclusions that the answer depends on the relevant 


circumstances of the individual case. 


 


4.2 Definition of redundancy or dismissal for operational requirements 


 


The definition of redundancy under English Labour Law is contained under section 139 


(1)119, whereas under South African Labour Law system the definition of dismissal for 


operational requirements is contained under section 213120. The English Labour Law 


provides that an employee shall be taken being dismissed by reason of redundancy in 


case of a cessation of business, where the employer moves his place of business or in 


a situation of surplus Labour121 or have diminished or expected to diminish, while the 


South African Labour Law take a different approach for the definition of redundancy or 


dismissal for operational requirements. 


 


Under South African Labour Law, section 213122, defines the term operational 


requirements to mean requirement based on the economic, technology and structural or 


similar need of an employee, and Code of Good Practice elaborates further to define 


operational requirements as follows: 


 


- Economic reasons are these reasons that relate to financial management of the 


enterprise, 


                                                
119  Employments Rights Act. 
120  Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995. 
121  Selwyn, N, at 438 et seq, Bowers, n, 34 act pp 369 et seq. 
122  Act 66 of 1995. 
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- Technology reasons refer to the introduction of new technology that affects work 


relationships either by making jobs redundant or by requiring employee to adapt 


to the new technology or a consequential restructuring of the workplace, 


- Structural reasons relate to the redundancy posts consequent a restructuring of 


the employer’s enterprise. 


 


Under the English Labour Law redundancy is governed by various statutes and 


legislations, while in South Africa the position is different in that it is regulated in terms 


of Labour Relations Act. The main legislation governing redundancy under English 


Labour Law is the Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992, The 


Collective Redundancies and transfer of undertaking (protection of employment) 


regulations 1996 (SI 1996/2587), regulations 1999 and regulations 2007 and 


Employment Rights Act 1996, while Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995 is the only South 


African Legislation that deals with dismissal for operational requirements.  


 


The meaning of redundancy under English Perspective derives from redundancy 


payment Act and the other from European Law123, which under South Africans 


perspective it derives from the International Labour Organization, which was later 


implemented in section 213 of the LRA124.  


 


4.3 The legal requirement for dismissal based on operational requirements 
 


Under the English Law Perspective, section 188125, provides that an employer who is 


proposing to dismiss as a redundant 20 or more employees at one establishment within 


the period of 90 days or less must consult ‘‘in good time’’ and in any event at least 30 


days before the first of dismissals takes effect (which means before giving notice to the 


first dismissal, while in South African Labour Law provides that, when the employer 


contemplates dismissal for operational requirements, the employer must issue a written 


                                                
123  1956 Redundancy Act and Directive 98/59/Ec and 75/129/EEC. 
124  Act 66 of 1995. 
125  Trade Unions and Labour Relations Act 1992 (TULRA). 
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notice inviting the other consulting party with it and disclose in writing all relevant 


information relating to dismissal in terms of section 189 (3)126.  


 


The English Labour Law provides that, statutory consultation and notification 


procedures apply only in dismissals concerning 20 or more employees and extend over 


90 days. In South Africa for section 189A dismissals, the consultation period may last 


up to 60 days comparatively less onerous for employers. The most common waiting 


period, according to Van Niekerk is 30 days. The length of consultation periods in other 


countries compare favourably (i.e. are in alignment) with the requirements of the LRA, 


even where section 189A of the Act and its 60 day moratorium applies. The length of 


consultation under the LRA is not unduly onerous for South Africa’s employers 


compared with that in many other countries127.  


 


Under English Labour Law the right to justify dismissal for redundancy is created by 


Statutes, e.g. there is no statutory remedy for unfair dismissal until an employee has 


served a qualifying period of one year, while the position of South African Labour Law is 


different in that the right for dismissal based on operational requirement is a 


fundamental right which give an employee right to a constitutional claim. 


 


Both legal systems acknowledge redundancy as a reason why a dismissal may be held 


fair on procedurally aspect in that the employer must invite or consult employees when 


contemplating to dismiss for operational requirements. Although the definition of when a 


redundancy is given may differ, the basic idea is that where a business closes or moves 


or where a smaller workforce is required, it must be possible for an employer to dismiss 


employees without being considered unfair. Furthermore both legal systems take into 


account that an offer of alternative employment may render a dismissal unfair, since in 


this case a dismissal would not be inevitable. Other common aspects between South 


African and English Labour Law are fair selection process and the principle of ‘‘the last 


in and first out’’. 


                                                
126  Act 66 of 1995. 
127  Article by Emma Levy. 
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Under the English Labour Law it is up to the management to determine the selection 


criteria which have to be fair and reasonable, while employers in South Africa are 


generally given a free hand when it comes to selecting employees for retrenchment, 


and the Courts intervene only to ensure that such dismissal has not been used been as 


an opportunity to discard employees for reasons unrelated to operational requirements. 


 


4.4 Collective redundancy or large-scale dismissal based on operational 
requirements 
 


Section 188 of Trade Union and Labour Relations128, regulate dismissal for collective 


redundancy under English Labour Law whereas section 189A of the LRA129, regulate 


the dismissal for operational requirements where it involves more than 10 employees. 


However, the above statement means same, but only the interpretation words differ. 


 


Under English Labour Law, an employer who is proposing to dismiss as redundant 20 


or more employees at one establishment within the period of 90 days must consult in a 


good time and in any event at least 30 days before the dismissals takes effect, while the 


position of South African Labour Law is different, in that the employer can dismiss as 


redundant from 10 employees or more at once, unlike from 20 employees as stated 


under English Law perspective. Both legal systems distinguish between the small scale 


by employer and large-scale dismissal by the employer. Both legal systems 


acknowledges that the consultation requires consultations to be about avoiding the 


dismissals, reducing the numbers to be dismissed and mitigating the consequences for 


the dismissal and must be undertaken with the view to reaching agreement with 


appropriate representatives. 


 


Both English and South African Labour Law, further acknowledges that the 


representatives have to be informed at the beginning of the consultation period in 


                                                
128  Consolidation Act 1992 (TULCRA). 
129  Act 66 of 1995. 
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writing about the reasons for the proposals, the number, and description of employees 


whom it is proposed to dismiss, the total number of employees of any such description 


employed by the employer establishment, the proposed method of carrying out the 


dismissals with due regard to any agreed procedure, including the period over which the 


dismissals are to take effect and the proposed method of calculating the redundancy 


payment if this differs from statutory sum. 


 


Under English Law individual notices of dismissal for redundancy may not normally be 


issued in a collective redundancy situation until the process of consultation has been 


completed in accordance with these statutory requirements. The required notice period 


will depend on what an individual’s contract of employment provides for, subject to 


minimum periods set out in section 86130, while the position in South African Labour Law 


is different in that there is a little protection of individual dismissed for operational 


requirements. 


 


Both legal systems recognize the concept of severance payment in settlement 


agreement; however the English Labour Law has legislation that regulates redundancy 


payment131, specifically unlike South Africa. The main legislation governing redundancy 


under English Labour Law are five, namely, The Trade Union and Labour Relations 


1992, The Collective redundancy and Transfer of Undertakings 1996, The Employment 


Rights Act 1996, Regulations 1999 and The Collective Redundancy Regulations 2006, 


while under South African Labour Law only Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995 regulate 


dismissal for operational requirements under section 189. 


 


South African regulations pertaining to the dismissal for an operational requirement 


differs fundamentally from those of European Union and English Labour Law as far as 


collective rights and obligations are concerned. Under English Law a retrenched worker 


could expect to receive inter alia income for support, housing benefit, child benefit and 


family tax credit, whereas the position of South African Labour Law is different. Both 


                                                
130  Employment Rights Act 1996. 
131  Section 135 Employment Rights Act. 
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legal systems acknowledge that the employee who is dismissed for dismissal for 


operational requirements or redundancy is entitled to severance payment.     
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 


 


The Bill of Rights enshrines the rights of all people in our country and affirms the 


democratic values of human dignity, equality and freedom. The key consideration 


among these rights and democratic values are the rights for Labour practices that are 


crucial for any democratic society. On the other hand, sustainable development and 


social peace are not possible without Labour practice in the workplace. Employees and 


employers rights are generally dealt with and studied with Labour Relations Rights. 


 


Despite consideration to be given into international law and to some extent to foreign 


Law in interpretation of the Bill of Rights, South African Labour Law students and 


experts have very often overlooked the co-operative perspective. The value of well-


known comparative experiences in foreign jurisdictions should never be 


underestimated. It should however not be over-estimated either.  


 


Regulating the concept of dismissal for operational requirements in a way, which is 


fitting for South Africa at present, should be explored. It is submitted that we have not 


arrived at a point where we can say the current regulations of dismissal for operational 


requirements in South Africa is the most appropriate, that its results in the minimum 


amount of legal uncertainty and that it fulfills the primary object of our Labour Relations 


Act, which among other strives to give effect to the right to fair Labour practice as 


contained in section 23 of the South African Constitution.    
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Section 1 of the LRA 66 of 1995 states that the purpose of the Act is to advance 


economic development, social justice, Labour peace and democratization of the 


workplace by fulfilling the primary object of the Act. These include the aim of promoting 


orderly collective bargaining and employee participation in decision making in the 


workplace. 


 


The present definition of ‘‘operational requirement’’ as found in section 213 of the LRA, 


which refers to needs of the employer, is clearly problematic. An employer could for 


example argue that it is operational requirements to dismiss employees. It is submitted 


that even though a purposive interpretation of the Act should prevent such a 


rationalization from being accepted, it would for the sake of the legal certainly be better 


to expressly limit the definition of ‘‘operational requirements’’. 


 


In South Africa, an ‘‘employee’’ is defined narrowly by our legislation and the Courts has 


utilized the dominant impression test to determine the status of individual in cases of 


doubt. It is suggested that the notion of an ‘‘employee’’ must be interpreted widely so as 


to achieve the object and purpose of the LRA, as defined in section 1 thereof. 


 


The dissertation has accepted the primary goal of dismissal for operational 


requirements provisions (essentially being that of employee protection) and has 


regarded this as indispensable for achieving the fulfillment of the right to fair Labour 


practices. In order to ensure justice towards all parties, it is however necessary that 


these statutory measures should persistently be scrutinized and debated.  
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The dissertation further attempted to take up this challenge and to try to fill the gap by 


investigating workers and employer’s right on the aspect of dismissal for operational 


requirements, especially when a single employee who is not a member of trade union or 


represented during the process of dismissal for operational requirements in the light of 


foreign, but mostly international law and jurisprudence.  


 


Much more research is still needed on dismissal for operational requirements and 


greater attention should be given to dismissal for operational requirements when a 


single employee who is not a member of trade neither union or represented during the 


process of dismissal for operational requirements, considered against the background 


of international law that inspired our Bill of Rights and Labour Legislation. Consideration 


should also be given to international jurisprudence as well as to the law and 


jurisprudence of the other democratic countries in order to promote the concept of 


dismissal for operational requirements in our own law and jurisprudence. 


 


Section 189 of the LRA as amended deals with the termination of employment contract 


for operational requirements. The section prescribes a consultation process to be 


followed. In 2002 the LRA was amended and introduced section 191 (12). This section 


gives a single employee who was retrenched a choice whether to refer a dispute to the 


CCMA for arbitration or the Labour Court for adjudication. 


 


The section states: ‘‘If an employee is dismissed by reason of the employer’s 


operational requirements following a consultation procedure in terms of section 189 that 
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applied to that employees only, the employee may elect to refer the dispute either to 


arbitration or to the Labour Court.’’ 


 


From the wording it is clear that section 191(12) applies where a single employee was 


consulted and subsequently retrenched. It is not applicable where there was more than 


one employee retrenched. If more than one employee was retrenched, the CCMA has 


no jurisdiction, meaning the employees must refer the dispute to the Labour Court. 


 


If a single employee was retrenched he/she has a choice to either refer the dispute to 


the Labour Court for adjudication or to the CCMA for arbitration. The Labour Court had 


an opportunity to interpret section 191 (12) in an unreported matter of Rand Water v 


Bracks & others132. 


 


The court considered the section in the light of the explanatory memorandum of 2002, 


which stated that the CCMA was to deal with relatively simple cases of individuals who 


may not be able to afford the costs of labour court litigation. The court makes an 


observation that a matter does not become complex merely because of the number of 


employees retrenched but the facts of a matter determine its complexity. 


 


The court regards the substantive issues as possibly less complex and therefore the 


CCMA should deal with that. The court interprets the section to mean that the employee 


may only refer such a dispute to the CCMA if the substantive issues are in dispute only. 


Because the section says, ‘‘Following a consultation procedure in terms of section 189, 
                                                
132 Unreported case no: JR1965/05. 
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the court said that it was the intention of the legislator that section 191 (12) only allows a 


single employee to refer a dispute on substantive issues to the CCMA.’’ Any dispute on 


the procedure must be referred to the Labour Court for adjudication. In the light of this 


judgment it seems to be safer to refer all retrenchment disputes to the Labour Court 


after conciliation failed. 


 


A recent judgment whereby if a single employee has been retrenched and he or she 


intends to challenge the procedure relating to the dismissal, the CCMA no longer has 


jurisdiction to adjudicate on the dispute. The unreported Labour Court matter of Rand 


Water v Bracks & others133 holds that the CCMA only has jurisdiction when the 


substantive fairness of a single employee’s dismissal for operational requirements is in 


issue. Any dispute on the procedure must be referred to the Labour Court for 


determination. 


 


The case concerned an employee (Miss Swart) who was employed by Rand Water as a 


GIS Specialist in its Scientific Services Division. Rand Water had two GIS sections, one 


in the Scientific Services Division and the other in the Engineering Services Division. 


Swart’s letter of appointment included that statement that her appointment would be 


‘‘subject to the changing requirements of Rand Water.’’ 


 


During June 2002 Rand Water considered a merger of its Engineering Services Division 


with the Water Treatment and Technology Divisions. If this happened Swart would have 


been required to move from the former division to the latter. Correspondence was 
                                                
133 Unreported case no: JR1965/05. 
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exchanged between Swart and Rand Water on this issue and various meetings took 


place, culminating in Rand Water making an offer to Swart that she be transferred to the 


Engineering Services Division. Her salary and conditions of employment were to remain 


the same. Despite this, Swart refused to accept the offer and in May 2003 Rand Water 


wrote to Swart terminating her services. Swart referred the matter to the CCMA for 


conciliation and when it remained unresolved she referred it to arbitration. The 


commissioner found in Swart’s favour and it was on the basis of this award that Rand 


Water appealed to the Labour Court. 


 


The relevant and important aspect of the Labour Court’s judgment relates to the 


question of whether or not the CCMA had jurisdiction to hear the dispute in the first 


place. Rand Water argued that it did not, stating that in terms of section 191 (12) of the 


Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995 (the LRA) the jurisdiction of the CCMA to hear single 


retrenchment dismissals is restricted. 


 


In terms of section 191 (12), if an employee is dismissed by reason of the employer’s 


operational requirements following a consultation procedure in terms of section 189 that 


applied to that employee only, the employee may elect to refer the dispute either to 


arbitration or to the Labour Court. 


Rand Water’s representative argued that on a proper interpretation of this section: 


 


- It is clear that the CCMA has jurisdiction only when the substantive fairness of a 


single employee’s retrenchment is in issue, and  
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- By inserting the phrase ‘‘following a consultation procedure in terms of section 


189, the legislature intended to grant specific jurisdiction to the CCMA for single 


retrenchments only when the substantive issues surrounding the dismissal were 


in dispute’’. 


 


He premised his argument on a literal reading of the section, stating that if the 


legislature intended the CCMA to have general jurisdiction to arbitrate disputes involving 


a single employee where both substance and procedure were in issue, section 191 (12) 


would not have contained the words highlighted above. In coming to its decision the 


Labour Court relied on the established canon of statutory interpretation, that in 


interpreting a particular section of an Act, effect must be given to all the words 


encapsulated by that section. In interpreting the phrase ‘‘following a consultation 


procedure in terms of section 189’’, the Labour Court found that the language of section 


was peremptory in that the word ‘following’’ (in the context of the section) indicated 


causation that is a consequence or a result. 


 


Essentially the Labour Court interprets the section to mean that after adhering to the 


requirements of a fair procedure as laid out in section 189, if a retrenchment is still in 


dispute (and logically it would only be in dispute for substantive reasons), then the 


aggrieved employee may refer the matter to the CCMA for arbitration. 


 


The court maintained that this interpretation is further supported by the explanatory 


memorandum to the 2002 amendment (which introduced section 191 (12) of the LRA), 
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which indicated that this section’s introduction was designed to allow the CCMA the 


jurisdiction to deal with relatively simple cases involving the dismissal of an individual 


who may not be able to afford the costs of Labour Court litigation. 


 


The court held further that the issue of whether or not an employer has substantive 


cause to retrench an employee is more often not relatively clear cut, far less 


complicated an issue than the factual web which may need to be unpacked when 


dealing with procedural issues. The latter, so the court reasoned is something on which 


the Labour Court is far better equipped to adjudicate. 


 


I suggest that this judgment, although favourable for employers, is open to criticism as it 


ultimately fails to recognize what the LRA and CCMA seek to achieve cheap, easy and 


accessible dispute resolution for those who are unable to afford the costs of Labour 


Court litigation. 


 


The CCMA is a forum that was created to mediate on and resolve disputes that arise 


between employers and employees. In the area of dismissals based on operational 


requirements, its jurisdiction should not be limited to only those disputes relating to the 


reasons for a dismissal. To restrict the CCMA’s jurisdiction in this way fails to promote 


the LRA’s objective of accessible dispute resolution. 


 


It remains to be seen whether this judgment will remain authoritative or whether an 


employee with the requisite means will tackle it head on. I further submit that the 
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legislature has not succeeded by 2002 amendment to resolve the problems created by 


different interpretation of section 189 of the LRA. 


 


A dismissal for operational requirements, like dismissal for incapacity is regarded as a 


no-fault dismissal. The employer is required to effect dismissal for operational reason in 


accordance with a fair procedure and for a valid reason. 


 


The introduction of the Labour Relations Act of 1995 was a turning point in the formal 


regulation of the employment relations in our country. In spite of such a significant move 


in changing our law, trade unions and understandably so, were still not content with 


certain provisions of the new Labour Relations Act including section 189 which deals 


with dismissals based on operational reasons. On the other hand the employers also 


harboured certain concerns about the new Labour Relations Act. It was seen to be 


taking away their rights and giving more to employees. These fears should be 


understood against the background of the employer’s history of domination over 


employees under common law and of being protected by legislation under the apartheid 


regime. 


 


It is fair to say that the Labour Relations Act provides primarily protection against 


procedurally unfair retrenchments. The courts have also been willing to impose tight set 


of standard when it comes to procedural fairness of retrenchments. The new 


amendments to the Labour Relations Act, 66 of 1995 must be seen as a compromise 


between the social partners. 
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The Labour movement in particular COSATU has not been entirely satisfied with the 


current law of retrenchments hence its demand for the new amendments to be 


introduced to tighten up on the duty to consult. It would appear that most of their 


concerns were addressed by the amendments. 


 


The important role played by our courts in interpreting from time to time these pieces of 


legislation as promulgated and thus developing jurisprudence, giving clarity and 


certainly in some areas must be commended. Equally the influence of the ILO 


Conventions and Recommendations in shaping our retrenchment law, having gone 


through the rough history of our industrial relations in our country deserves recognition. 


 


Currently our labour law in general and dismissal law practices in particular can be seen 


as one of the best in the world.  
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